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ELLIPSOMETRY OF SURFACE LAYERS* 

Hiram Gu 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
and Department of Chemical Engineering; University of California 

Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

Ellipsometry was used in two studies of films on platinum sub-

strates: Chemisorbed carbon monoxide films and electrolyte films. Good 

qualitative correlation was found between ellipsometric and Auger Elec-

tron Spectroscopic measurements of surface contaminant layers. Steady-

state film profiles of 2.62N and 6.05N KOH films obtained on a platinum 

electrode by ellipsometry compared well with those derived from the 

observation of interference colors. Ellipsometric measurements of 

0.94N H
2
so4 film could be interpreted in terms of a dielectric film while 

data of KOH films suggested absorption characteristics of the. film which 

may be due to the inclusion of foreign particles. Detailed procedures 

for the alignment of ellipsometers of fixed and variable angle of in-

cidence are given. 

* M.S. Thesis, research conduc_ted under the direction of R. H. Muller. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The history of Ellipsometry can be dated back to 1808. 41 
Due to 

its high resolution .'3.nd the fact that it allows the performance of non-

destructive optical measurements in situ, ellipsometry has become a 

versatile tool in surface research. Through the years, ellipsometry 1 

served in many areas of research such as determination of optical con-

t t 42-44,51 f t d f 1 45 . t d" 46,47 t d" s an s, sur aces u yo g ass, corroslon s u les, s u les 

of oxide films:8- 50 organic films on metals, 59 •60 
polymer adsorption,61 

.d t" 20,24,62 . d t• 36 d 1 t h . 1 gas a sorp lOn , lOn a sorp lon, ·an e ec roc emlca 

. 63-65 studles. Because of its ability to determine film thickness with 

a resolution of often less than lA, ellipsometry has mainly been used 

to measure thin films (optical path less than one wavelength). However, 

thick film measurements have also been made with ellipsometry.
66 

This work covers two aspects of ellipsometry--thin film measurement 

and thick film measurement. In addition, a brief account of a pre-

liminary design for an automatic ellipsometer is given. The study of 

chemisorption of carbon monoxide on a platinum single crystal is the 

subject covered in thin film measurement, while the thick film measure-

ment deals with the study of electrolyte films on a platinum electrode. 

The hydrogenation of unsaturated hydrocarbons on transition metal 

catalysts is of great practical interest. To understand the catalytic 

reaction mechanisms, it is important to know how the adsorbed hydro-

carbon.molecules arrange themselves on the metal surface. Platinum 

has been most widely used for catalytic hydrogenation reactions. Con-

ventionally, the adsorption of gases has been studied by low energy 

electron diffraction (LEEDl, JUass-spectrometric techniques, work 

function technique, Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and flash-

desorption technique. These were carried out in 1an ultra-high vacuum 
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system. Carbon monoxide, a major ambient constitutent in the vacuum 

system was known toichemisorb readily on platinum substrates forming 

ordered strustures. 56 ·During the studies, the platinum surface may 

easily be contaminated by carbon monoxide, occupying available adsorp-

tion sites. It is therefore important to understant the interaction 

of carbon monoxide with platinum surfaces. 

Morgan and Somorjai 57 have done LEED studies of carbon monoxide 

adsorption on platinum surfaces. 20-22 58 Several authors ' have reported 

on the merits of combining ellipsometry with LEED, or with Auger electron 

spectroscopy measurements. In this work, it was hoped that the adsorption 

studies of CO on a platinum crystal by ellipsometry could complement LEED 

and AES measurements by providing information on the amount of surface 

coverage. 

Electrolyte films formed on electrodes have long been of interest. 

Will, 67 ,68 from his experiments involving oxidation of hydrogen in 

sulfuric acid on partially immersed platin~ electrode, concluded that 

the presence of the film contributed appreciably to the charge transfer 

reaction. He was able to explain his experimental results in terms of 

69· 70 71 a theoretical model. Bennion and Tobias, ' and Maget and Roethlein 

have done current distribution measurements on partially immersed elec

trodes. Weber, et a1. 72 suggested the presence of electrolyte films in 

the pores of gas electrodes. They formulated an electrolyte film mech-

anism model for gas electrodes as opposed to the surface diffusion mech

anism model suggested by Justi and Winsel. 73 Iczkowski 78 has made a 

comparison between the two models. The analysis. of porous electrodes 

4 6 . 
by Grens, et al. , 7 Kat an, et al. , 7 and Rockett, et al. 75 also suggested 

that the pores of a gas electrode are covered by an electrolyte film. 

Since it is believed that electrolyte films cmitribute markedly to 

. . 
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gas electrode reactions, the study of the thickness of electrolyte 

films is of importance for an explanation of the working mechanism of 

a porous gas diffusion electrode. Muller29 has made optical studies 

of electrolyte films on partially immersed nickel and silver surfaces. 

Burshtein, et a1. 77 have used a monochromatic interference method to 

study lN KOH and lN H
2
so4 films on platinum electrodes. Turney27 has 

used white light interference to study aqueous KOH films on platinum 

and stainless steel surfaces. 

A second purpose of this work was to apply ellipsometry to the study 

of electrolyte films and to compare the results with white light inter-

ference measurements. It was also hoped that the results of ellipso-

metric measurements could help clarify a discrepancy between Turney's 

results and those previously obtained by.Muller. 
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II. THEORY 

Ellipsometry deals with the reflection of a monochromatic, calli-

mated, polarized light. A polarized light wave can be represented 

by an electric vector, E, propagating through space, changing in ampli-

tude and direction. The electric vector can be resolved into two 

components. One lies in the plane of incidence, and the other normal 

· to the plane of incidence. The state of polarization is characterized 

by the phase and amplitude relationships between these two components. 

Upon reflection, the state of polarization will ch.ange. Ellipsometry 

employs the measurement of this change for the characterization of 

the reflecting surface. 

A. Definitions and Conventions 

It is important to recognize that many parameters in the theory 

of ellipsometry depend on definitions and conventions arbitrarily 

1 
chosen. In order to avoid confusion, a set of definitions, conventions, 

and the coordinate system used in the present work will be given here. 

All equations that follow are derived from these bases. 

The complex index of refraction of an absorbing medium is defined 

as n = n - ik, where n is the refractive index and k, the index of 
c 

extinction. For a dielectric medium, k is equal to zero and the medium 

is characterized by a real index of refractionn. 

The coordinate system is shown in Fig. 1. The direction of a 

positive vector is represented by an arrow head. Subscripts p and s 

designate "in the plane .of incidence'' and "normal to the plane of 

incidence", respectively. Superscript (") denotes the .reflected wave, 

and. superscript (') denotes the transmitted wave. The medium containing 

the incident beam is assumed to be a dielectric medium with refractive 

u • 

. .. 

•. 
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Fig. 1 Coordinate system and sign .conventions for the electric 
field (positive direction of Ep andEs in incident, re
flected and refracted waves is indicated by arrows). The 
propagation vectors are represented by k0 , k6 and k0. Sub
script p stands for polarization parallel to the plane of 
incidence and subscript s stands for polarization normal to 
the plane of incidence. The complex index ·of refraction of 
the adsorbing medium is.designated n-ik. 
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index, n . The effect of reflection is characterized by the relative 
0 

phase change, 6 and the arctangent of the relative amplitude attenuation, 

w: They are defined as: 

6 = (£" £ ) - (£" £ ) (l) 
p p s s 

IE"/E"I 
tan W = E s (2) 

IE /E I p s 

where epsilon represents the phase of a component with respect to an 

arbitrary time origin. £" - £ can be termed the absolute phase change, 

0. 

The complex relative amplitude attenuation p is defined as the 

ratio of the Fresnel coefficients for the p and s components. 

p =~ (3) 

The Fresnel Coefficients are defined as the ratio E"/E and E"/E . p p s . s 

They are in general, complex (when the.reflecting surface is absorbing) 

and can be written as an amplitude ratio and a phase change: 

E" IE" I . . " 
eJ.£p 

rp = _:e_= iD E i£ 
p p e p 

(4) 

E" IE" I i£" 
s s e s 

r = -= TD s E i£ 
s s e s 

( 5) 

Combining Eqs. (l), (2), (3), (4) and (5), we obtain the basic equation 

of ellipsometry: 

it. 
p = tan W e (6) 

~ 

... 
,y ' 
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B. General Principle of Ellipsometric Measurements 

The principle of ellipsometric measurements of 6 and 1jJ is shown 

schematically in Fig. 2. Monochromatic collimated light after passing 

the polarizer becomes plane polarized in the direction which forms an 

azimuth angle p with the plane of incidence. The compensator, which 

is usually a quarter wave plate and in general with its fast-axis 

I 
oriented at 45° or 135° to the plane of incidence, will shift the com-

ponent parallel to its fast axis ahead of the component parallel to its 

* slow axis by 1/4 A or 90°. The beam is thus made elliptically polar-
o 

ized. The reflection will restore the beam to plane polarized light with 

proper orientation of the transmission axis azimuth of the polarizer. 

** The reflected beam can then be extinguished by adjusting the analyzer. 

From the readings of the azimuth angle of the polarizer and analyzer, 

6 and 1jJ can be determined easily with the help of the Poincare sphere+ 

treatment and spherical trigonometry. 

C. Ellipsometry of a Film-Free Surface 

When polarized monochromatic light is reflected from a dielectric-

dielectric interface (see Fig. 3a), the Fresnel reflection coefficients 

2 are given by: 

* 

rs 

r 
p 

= 

;:: 

E" 
s -= E 
s 

E" 
...E.-
E -

p 

n cos <P 0 

n cos <P 0 

nl cos cJ>. 

nl cos cj> 

- nl cos <Pr sin (¢ <P r) 
- (¢ + <Pr2 sin + n cos <Pr 1 

- n cos <Pr tan (¢ - <Pr ) 0 = ¢) + n cos <Pr tan (¢ + 
0 r 

A is the vacuum wavelength of the incident light. 
0 

** In practice, complete extinction is not obtained_due to the imper-
fectness of the optical components. The analyzer is only adjusted to 
obtain the minimum intensity. The minimum is determined by two off 
minimu:ni readings. 
t 
See Appendix IV. 

(7) 

(8) 
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Fig. 2 Schematic representation of Ellipsometric Measurements. Azimuth 
angles are measured counterclockwise from plane of incidence 
when looking against the propagation .vector. 
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Z=O 

(a) 

Z=O r z 

/ XBL 7110-7417 

Fig. 3 a) Reflection from a transparent substrate, n0 sin ¢ = n1 sin </Jr. 
b) Reflection from an absorbing substrate. The propagation 
vector k~ forms the real angle <Pr with the normal to the surface 
of the. medi urn while the attenuation vector a _lies along the 
normal. Planes of equal phase are normal to k6 while planes of 
equal amplitude are normal to -a.' in the absorbing medium. 
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where n
0 

is the refractive index of the incident medium and n1 , that 

of the substrate. The angle of incidence ¢, is related to the angle 

of refraction ¢ by Snell's law: 
r 

¢ . 
r 

(9) 

Eqs. (7) and (8) can thus be written in terms of n
0

, n1 and¢ alony. 

Plots of r , r and their moduli R , R ( I r I , I r I ) as a function of 
p s p s p s 

the angle of incidence are shown in Figs. 4a and 4b. 

For light incident from a transparent medium onto a plane surface 

of an absorbing medium (see Fig. 3b), the situation is more complicated. 

The Fresnel reflection coefficients are complex quantities and can be 

written as: 

n cos ¢ - n cos ¢' sin (¢ cp I ) 0 c r = - -s 
¢ + </>' sin (¢ + ¢') n cos n cos 

0 c 

(10) 

n cos cp - n cos </>' tan (¢ - cp I ) c 0 r = = p n cos ¢ + n cos </>' tan ( cp + cp I ) 
c 0 

(11) 

In this case,¢' is the complex angle of refraction (not a real quantity, 

as <Pr is), and may be defined by the complex form of Snell's law: 

n sin </> = n' sin <P :: n sin </>' o · r c 
(12) 

Again n is the refractive index of the incident medium and n is the 
0 c 

complex index of refraction 

n = n - ik 
c 

n' in Eq. (12) is defined in Eq. (14): 

n 1 = n' - ik' 
c 

(13). 

(14) 

- . 

'ir' 
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The quanti ties n '· and k' are related to the metal constants n and k by38 

and 

2 2 ,2 k'2 n - k = n -

nk = n'k' cos <P 
r 

n' and k 1 will be termed the alternate optical constants. 

(15) 

(16) 

(It is noted that ~f nand k are taken to be constants, the alter-

nate constants n' and k' will have a slight dependence on angle of 

. . d 2) lnCl ence. 

( ) ( ) 2 '39 The moduli of Eqs .. ·· 10 and ll are given by 

where 

A= 

l 
B = 2 

2 n 
0 

A plot 

-~A2 
+ B

2 
- 2A cos 

R - 2 2 
s A + B + 2A cos 

R = R 
p s 

2 
<P + cos <P 

2 
<P + cos <P 

(17) 

(18) 

2 . 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ] n
0 

Sln ¢) + 4n k + (n - k - n
0 

sin ¢) 

(19) 

[.V(n2 - k2 - 2 2 ¢)2 + 4n2k2 - 2 2 2 2 
¢)] n sin (n - k - n sin 

0 0 

(20) 

of Eqs. (17) and (18) as a function of angle of incidence 

is shown in Fig. 5d. 

The ellipsometric parameters 6 (relative phase change), 1jJ (arctangent 

of relative amplitude attenuation) , o (absolute phase change of p com-
p 

ponent), and o (absolute phase change o;f s component) are also functions s . ' ' . 

of angle o;f incidence. 
. . . . . 2,39 

They are given by the follow2ng express2ons: 
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Fig. 4 Fresnel refl.ection coefficient r, modulus of reflection . 
coefficient R, absolute phase change o, relative phase change 
6, and arctangent of relative amplitude attenuation 1jJ as 
functions of angle of incidence <P for a transparent dielectric 
(glass), n = 1.5, k = 0. 
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360° 

R 
o.s 

OL---~-L------~----~ 

0° 30 60 90° 
~ (deg) 

X13L 71Hl-7419 

Fig. 5 Relative phase change 1'1, arctangent of relative amplitude 
attenuation ljJ, absolute phase change o, _and modulus of 
reflection coefficient R as functions o1' angle of 
incidence cp for a poor reflector (tantalum), n = 3. 3, 
k = 2 .21. 
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!:::. = tan -1 ( _ 2B sin cp tan cp 

.· A
2 + B

2 
- sin2 ¢ tan2 ¢) 

where 0 ~ !:::. ~ TI for bare surfaces, 

where 0 ~ 1/J ~ n/4 for bare surfaces, 

0 = tan -1 l- 2B cos cp · f 
s 2 . 2 2 

A + B - cos ¢ 

where 0 ~ o ~ TI, and from Eqs. ( 1) , ( 21) and ( 23) , 
s 

-l{ 2B p (A2 + 
2 . 2 

0 
cos B - sin = tan p 2 

A2 + B2 1 (n2 + k2) 
~ 
n 

0 

cp) 

cos 2 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

} (24) 

¢ 

These equations can also be appliedto a non-absorbing substrate 

when we take k to be zero. An example of the dependence of !:::., 1/J, o 
p 

and o on angle of incidence is shown in Fig. 4 (for dielectric sub
s 

strate) and Fig. 5 (for absorbing substrate). 

The optical constants of a substrate in a transparent medium can 

be determined from ellipsometric me~surements with the following 

. 2 equat1ons: 

n = n 
0 

k = n 
0 

(25) 

(26) 

- . 
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D = sin ¢ tan ¢ cos 2~ 
1 + sin 2 ~ cos 6 

* 

E = sin ¢ tan ¢ sin 2W sin 6 
1 + sin 2~ cos 6 

* 

When the substrate is non-absorbing, 6 will be either zero or 

(27) 

(28) 

180° (see Fig. 4) and D will be zero. According to Eq. (26), k is there-

fore also zero as expected. 

D. Ellipsometry of a Film-Covered Surface 

When polarized light is reflected from a film-covered surface, the 

change of state of polarization will depend both on the optical con-

stants of the substrate, and on the thickness and optical con.stants of 

the film. Similar to a film-free surface, the change can be character-

ized by the ellipsometric parameters 6 and ~. 

As a ray of light falls upon a film-covered surface, multiple 

reflection occurs at the film surface and at the film-substrate inter-

face as shown in Fig. 6a. It can be shown that the system of reflected 

and refracted waves shown in Fig. 6a is equivalent to the system shown 

in Fig. 6b, where E" is. a wave equivalent to all waves reflected at 

the film, E' and E"' are the equivalents of all waves in the film and 

E is the equivalent of all waves in the meta1. 3 The substrate is 
m 

h d
. t. . 4,5 

taken to be of infinite extent in t e +z ~rec ~on. 

With the help of Maxwell's equations,6 the overall reflection 

coefficients are given7 by: 

* D and E are equal to A and B of Eg_s. (19) and (20), respectively . 

. ' 
' 
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Transparent no 

z = -L incident medium 

Film 

z=O ------~--~~~~--~~----~---

(a) 

z=-L 

z=O 

(b) 

ncm= nm- ikm 
Substrate 

E"/ 
/-~~ansparent no 

incident medium 

Film 
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MUB-14178A 

Fig .. 6 Reflection from idealized film covered surface. 
a) Representation by multiple beam reflection. 
b) Representation in terms of equivalent waves. 
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E" + r -id 
rls e 

e +ida s 2s r = -= 
s E 1 + -id s rls r2s e (29) 

E" + -id 
rl r2 e 

r = .....12..: p p +id0 e p E 1 + -id 
\;,1 

p rlp r2p e 
(30) 

.. 
where, 

d 4nL 
<PI = Tncf cos (31) 

0 

d. 
4nL 

<P = --n cos 
0 A o 

(32) 
0 

and 

Els n cos <P - n cf 
cos <PI 

0 
rls = --= 

E n cos <P +.n 
cf 

cos <PI 
s b 

(33) 

El ncf cos <P - n cos <PI 
__.:!:.£ = 0 

rlp = E n 
cf 

cos <P + n cos <PI 
p 0 

(34) 

E" I n 
cf cos <PI - n cos <PI 

s em m 
r2s = = El n cf 

cos <PI + n cos <PI 
s em m 

(35) 

E" I n cos <PI - n cf 
cos <PI 

.....12.... em m 
r2p = = El n cos ¢' + n 

cf cos <PI 
p em m 

(36) 

A is the vacuum wave length of the incident light, ¢ 1 and ¢ 1 are 
o m 

the complex angle.of refraction in the film and in the substrate 

respectively. From Eq. (12), the following relations hold: 

(37) 

·~1 
2 

sin 2 <P n 
<PI 

0 cos 2 m n 
(38) 

em 
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ncf is the complex refractive index of the film and n , that of the · em 

substrate. r
1 

is the Fresnel reflection coefficient at the film surface 

·when the film is assumed to be infinitely thick and E
1 

is the reflected 

electric field component under this condition. r
2 

is the Fresnel 

reflection coefficient at the film-substrate interface. 

Since, 

r 
p = T = tan.1/J eit. 

s 
(3) ,(6) 

applying complex algebra, we have 

t. _ t -1 { Im ( p) } 
- an Re (p) (39) 

and, 

(40) 

We can see from Eqs. (29) to (40) that both t. and 1/J are functions 

of the angle of incidence, the vacuum wave length, the refractive index 

of the incident medium, the optical constants of the substrate and the 

film, and the thickness of the film. 

Several methods are available for determining the thickness of 

films on reflecting.substrates from ellipsometric measurements.3 •5 •8- 12 

When the angle of incidence, the optical constants of the film and of 

the substrate are known, values of t. and .1/J can be calculated for a 

given thickness, L, of the film using the exact Eqs. ( 29) to ( 40). 

Examples of a transparent film on transparent substrate, a transparent 

film on absorbing substrate and an absorbing film on absorbing substrate 

are shown in Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10 respectively. Experimental values of 

L1 and .~ can be interpolated in such related graphs or tables to deter-

mine unknown thicknesses, without Uncertainty if the thickness range 

fr.f. . ' 
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is known*. Sometimes, it is possible to determine both the film thick-

ness and its optical constants by trial and error with the help of high 

10 12 speed conputers. ' 

It must be noted that the above exact equations were derived on 

the basis that both the film and substrate are flat and uniform in 

properties. In real life, however, this is usually not the case. The 

. film is usually inhomogeneous, rough or only partially covering the 

substrate. The ellipsometric equations shown above will in this case, 

predict a fictitious film of homogeneous properties with an average 

thickness. 13 •16 Sometimes, the substrate surface itself may be rough. 

It this case the above predictions will be in error. 17 Berreman18 has 

described a method to treat rough surfaces. Unfortunately, up to the 

present time, we still lack a satisfactory model to account for the 

roughness of the surface. 

* For transparent films, these curves close on themselves, therefore, 
uncertainty exists if the thickness range is not known. As for an 
absorbing film, the curve ends at a value corresponding to that of a 
bare surface of the ~ilm material. The thickness of a thick absorbing 
film cannot be determined by ellipsometry. 
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III. THE ELLIPSOMETER 

The Ellipsometer used is a Gaertner Model Lll9 Elli;psometer with 

14 mrn Glan-Thonipson prisms. A mercury lamp (General Electric A-H4) 

with green filter (Gaertner L-541-E combination) was used as light 

source. The retardation plate is a quarter wave plate for the 5461A 

line. The detector is a photomultiplier (RCA 931A, operated at -800v) 

coupled to a Lock-in-Amplifier (PAR model HR-8) and a chopper (PAR 

model BZ..!.l). This reduces the noise considerably and increases the 

accuracy of the measurements. 
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IV. ADSORPTION STYDY OF CO ON A PLATINUM SINGLE CRYSTAL 

A. Equipment 

The components of the Gaertner Lll9 ellipsometer are mounted on a 

speci ally built table which can be connected to the LEED vaccum system. 

The legs of the table ar e adj us tabl e in the vertical direction and the 

table is positioned by the use of spacers and tapered pins. A detailed 

des cription of the i nstrumental arrangement has been given by Muller:9 •
20 

Fi gure ll shows a picture of the system with a schematic sketch g i ven 

in Fig. 12. 

B. Alignment 

Due to the configuration of the LEED chamber, a fixed angle of 

incidence of 45° had to be used. Therefore, the optical axes of the 

collimator and the telescope should be perpendicular to each other. 

* This optical ali gnment and the calibration of the ellipsometer were 

done independently, with the table separated from the LEED apparatus. 

The table was then rolled over part of the LEED apparatus. With a flat 

reflecting mirror attached to a chamber window with double face scotch 

tape , the collimator and the telescope were then autocollimated against 

the windows. Any misalignment was corrected by moving the table and 

adjust ing the height of the table legs. The purpose of this is to align 

the light beam normal to the cell windows. This alignment has been shown 

20 by Muller et al. not to be very critical. Misalignment of one degree 

from normal incidence ( p = 0°) will affect the m~asured relative phase 

and amplitude parameters 6 and~ by only 0.01°. After the components 

were ali gned with the cell windows, spacers were fitted between the 

* See Appendix II for the ali gnment and calibration procedures. 
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Fig. ll 

Ellipsometer att ached to LEED apparatus19 

XBB 6712-7040A 

A. Roll-on table which fits on T. Spacer for fixed mounting of 
LEED apparatus 

B. LEED vacuum chamber 
c. Mercury lamp with green 

filter, 546lA 
D. Light chopper 
I. Side window 
K. Optical view port on LEED chamber 
N. Photomultiplier 
0. Stiffening member for table top 
P. Welded frame 
Q. Braces 

u. 
v. 

w. 

X. 

Y. 

collimator and compensator 
a ssembly 
Crystal manipulator 
Rods for lateral translation 
of analyzer telescope with 
sleeves for reproducible 
positioning. 
Dovetail carrier for vertical 
translation of telescope 
Base for rotation of telescope 
in horizontal plane 
Screw for rotation of tele
scope in vertical plane 
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Fig. 12 Schematic of Ellipsometer Setup With LEED Chamber. 
A. Light source, mercury lamp 

(General Electric A~H4) 
B. Green filter, 5461A 

(Gaertner L-541-E combination) 
C. Light Chopper (PAR BZ-1) 
D. Pinhole 
E. Collimator 
F. Polarizer 

G,K. Iris diaphragms 
H. Compensator, quarter 

wave plate, 5461A 
I. LEED vacuum chamber 
J. Specimen; platinum crystal 
L. Analyzer 
M. Telescope 
N. Photomultiplier (RCA 931A, 

operated at -800V) 
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frames of the LEED apparatus and the table. With the help of tapered 

pins , the table could be rolled back to the same position after it had 

been removed fo~ baking out the vacuum system. This avoids the repe

tition of the tedious alignment procedure. 

C. Effect of Cell Windows 

Although the orientation of the cell windows with respect to the 

light beam is not very critical, the birefringence and optical inhomo

geneities of the glass can be a problem in ellipsometric measurements. 

Corning 7056 boro-silicate glass (9.5mm in thickness) was chosen as 

the glass for the windows for lack of inhomogeneities and birefringence. 

Table I shows the effect of the cell windows on the measured values of 

~ and ~. A marked increase in birefringence due to mechanical tightening 

of the windows was noted. This effect on 6 and ~ caused by the cell 

windows was used as a correction factor for later measurements. The 

thermal birefringence caused by the heating of the crystal is expected 

to be fairly small compared to that caused by mechanical stress, and 

was neglected. 

D. Specimen 

The substrate used for the measurements was a platinum single 

crystal cut at 9.5° off the (111) face. 

E. Bare Substrate 

Before the adsorption of CO can be studied by ellipsometry, the 

optical constants of the substrate must be known at the temperature to 

be employed. 

For the measurement of the optical constants of the platinum crystal, 

the vacuum system was first baked out. The ellipsometer was then rolled 
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Table I. Effect of window birefringence and optical 
inhomogeneities on ellipsometric measurement 
of platinum crystal surface(¢= 45°, 
wavelength= 5461A). 

Difference from no Window 
Measured Values Measurement 

f.. lj; Df.. Dlj; 

Without Windows 165.22 41.24 

With Windows 
(bolts not 
tightened) 170.82 41.36 5.60 0.12 

With Windows 
(bolts tightened) 175.40 41.77 10.18 0.53 

With Windows 
(bolts tightened 

174.86 41.97 9.64 0.73 and chamber 
vacuum on) 
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onto the LEED aJ?paratus. and the :Platinum crystal aligned with the light 

beam. Measurements were made as the crystal cooled off from around 

l000°C by adjusting the heating current. To calculate the optical con-

stants n and k from measured values of 6 and ~ the computer program 

* "MOC" was used. A grid of ~ versus 6 with n and k as parameters (see 

Fig. 13) covering the expected values of platinum was also constructed 

so that the values of n and k could be determined graphically. The con-

struction of the grid is accomplished by the use of computer program 

* "MER". 

Figure 14 shows the change in 6 of the platinum crystal with tem

perature. -8 The measurements were made at a vacuum of around 10 torr. 

As can be seen from the graph, the curve starts to bend down at around 

400°C. If one assumes that the temperature dependence curve should 

extrapolate as shown in the graph, then·the drop off must be due to sur-

face contamination, (which is verypossible with the low vacuum 

achieved). Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) measurements was applied 

and a carbon peak did show .up at about 300°C. The carbon peak height 

increased as the temperature dropped. A comparison of the change of 6 

with respect to the extrapolated clean surface values and the Auger 

carbon peak height is shown in Fig. 15. Good correlation is exhibited 

between the two curves. In addition, it shows that ellipsometry is more 

sensitive than AES to surface impurities. 

Auger electron spectroscopy is a useful method to identify surface 

impurities; It is however, unable to determine the absolute degree of 

coverage. Low energy electron diffraction (LEED) has often been used 

in conjuction with AES to account for the surface coverage. The inter-

pretation of LEED data, however, is usually not straightforward. Since 

* See Appendix I. 
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the results of ellipsometric measurements are also coverage dependent, 

the combination of AES, LEED and ellipsometry can be very fruitful in 

21 22 
surface research. ' 

The parameter~. varies only about 0.6° with temperature from 

1000°C to room temperature. The build up of the contaminant layer con-

tributes a. change of about 0.2°. 

It must be mentioned that no quantitative correlation could be 

made between AES and ellipsometric measurements in the present investi-

gation. To make a quantitative correlation, we must be able to obtain 

clean surface data at below 400°C. This can only be accomplished with 

-8 a vacuum higher than the 10 torr employed here. In addition, the 

optical constants of the adsorbant should be known to eliminate one 

variable. However, in the present case, the optical constants of the 

contaminant layer were unknown. 

F. Chemisorption of Carbon Monoxide 

Since the platinum crystal seemed to be contaminated at below 400°C, 

the adsorption of CO was studied at 410°C. After the vacuum chamber 

had been baked out, the platinum crystal was cooled down to and main-

tained at 410°C. Carbon monoxide was then admitted into the chamber 

* and ellipsometric measurements (only two zones were used ) were taken 

continuously. The pressure in the chamber was 10-7 torr after the ad

mission of CO (lo-8 torr before admission). However, no apparent 

change was observed either in 6 or ~ even after 10 minutes. The LEED 

pattern taken immediately afterwards did, however, show coverage of CO 

* Because of the lengthiness of a :four-zone measurement, it is not prac-
tical to apply it to the following of film growth. McCrackinll has 
shown that two-zone average will suffice in reducing the errors. 
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of at least one monolayer. This discrepancy between ellipsometric 

measurement and LEED observation could be explained if: a) a CO layer 

was already present before the measurement by ellipsometry, or b) the 

changes in 6. and lj; produced by the CO film were too small to be observed. 

Calculations were made to see what charges of !:, and lj; produced by 

the CO film can be expected at 45° angle of incidence. The result of 

the calculations is shown in Fig. 16. The refractive index used for the 

CO film is l. 2. Since no refractive index data was available for CO, 

this value is calculated from the molar refractivity, R, 23 using the 

Lorentz-Lorenz equation 

(41) 

where, n = refractive index 

M = molecular weight 

p = density in gm/cc 

The value of R was calculated from the contribution of atomic refractiv-

ity for sodium line (D-line). Table II gives the values used to calcu-

late the refractive index of CO. It must be noted that n thus calculated 

is just an approximation. However, the use of n = 1;2 should give a 

fairly good estimation of the effect of a CO film on the ellipsometric 

parameters 6. and lj;. The accuracy of the film refractive index is not 

too critical for the determination of film thickness from changes in 6. 

and lj; as shown by Archer and Gobeli.
24 
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Table II. Constants used in the calculation of 
carbon monoxide refractive index. 

Compound 

23 Atomic Refractivity values 
for D-line 

Molar refractivity, R(cm-3 ) 

Molecular weight, M(gm/mole) 

Density,31 p(gm/cm3
) 

c =0 

2.412 2.211 

co 

4.629 

28 

0.803 

The calculation of the curve shown in Fig. 16 is accomplished by 

using the computer program "LAYER".* The calculation assumed that a film 

of 5A is on the surface, which is at least a monolayer coverage of CO 

(assuming that the molecules are closely packed cubes on the surface.). 

The difference of the values of ~ and ~ for 5A film to film free values 

divided by 5 gives the sensitivity of ~ and ~to changes in film thick-

ness. This is justified because the linear approximation of ~and ~to 

film thickness L usually holds well in this range of thickness. 25 

As one can see from Fig. 16, the change of ~due to a 5A film of 

CO at 45° angle of incidence is only 0.15°. The effect on ~is only 

** 0.001°. Theoretically, the ellipsometer will not be able to detect 

the change in ~· but a change of about 0 .15° in ~ (if the CO film reaches 

5A thick) would be detectable (the resolution of the ellipsometer is 

0.01°). However, due to an unusually high noise level encountered 

* See Appendix I-D. 

** 
~ is less -sensitive to changes in ;film thickness than 15. and often only 

changes in 15. are measurable. 
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during the measurements and the probability that the CO film was less 

than 5A thick, the ellipsometer was unable to resolve the changes in 6 

produced by the film. At 77° angle of incidence (optimum angle of in-

cidence), however, the sensitivity of n to changes in film thickness is 

almost four-fold that at <P = 45°. The effect on "4J also goes up to about 

0.1°. The angle of incidence at which "4J reaches a maximum coincides 

with the principal angle of incidence. 

The sensitivity of 6 to changes in CO film thickness on platinum 

is at its maximum at about 77° angle of incidence. When n , the real 
m 

part of the refractive index of the metal, is not very large and km' 

the imaginary part, is large as compared to nm' a low sensitivity of 6. 

to changes in dielectric film thickness can be expected. This is so 

even at optimum angle of incidence (sensitivity about 0.1 deg/A or less). 

An example of CO film, this time on silver substrate (n small and k m m 

large), is shown in Fig. 17. When n is large and k is small as 
m m 

compared to n ' the sensitivity of 6 to changes in dielectric film 
m 

thickness will be much higher at optimum angle of incidence. A good 

26 example was given by Archer for germanium and silicon substrates. 

Figures 18 and 19 show the two sensitivity curves scaled for 5A CO film. 

The change in 6 at maximum sensitivity is larger, especially for silicon 

substrate.· when k is much smaller than n . Another interesting thing 
m m 

is the abrupt sign change of the 6 curve. The sensitivity curve of 6 

has actually two ma.Xima with the higher maximum occurring at a smaller 

angle of incidence. The principal angle of incidence lies between 

these two maxima (at the maximum of the "4J curve). Judging from the 

results of a series of calculations, in which different substrate optical . 

constants were employed, it appears that the transition from the 6 curve 
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in Fig. 17 to that shown in Fig. 18 for a transparent .film occurs at 

about n /k ;:::: l. When this ratio is less than one, the curve has only 
m m 

one maximum. When the ratio is larger than one, two maxima in sensi

tivity occur. Winterbottom5 has given some criteria for the dependence 

o.f the shape of the !-:. and 1jJ sensitivity curves on the optical constants 

of the film and substrate. 

The sensitivity o.f !-:. to changes in .film thickness is small for the 

study of gas adsorption on a platinum substrate at a 45° angle of 

incidence (unless a thick absorbed film is deposited). A vacuum 

chamber is now under design so that an angle of incidence of 75° can be 

used .for the. ellipsometric measurements. The ellipsometric study of 

the chemisorption of CO on platinum should be repeated with this chamber. 

--
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V. STUDY OF LIQUID FILMS ON A PLATINUM ELECTRODE 

A. Equipment 

1. Cell 

In order to study liquid films on elec.trodes, a cell was constructed 

which allows the formation of a film on an electrode by draining the 

liquid in which the electrode had been totally immersed. The cell 

construction has been described in detail by Turney. 27 A top sectional 

view and a side sectional view of the cell are shown in Fig. 20a and 20b. 

The glass windows of the cell are oriented at 75° to each other. There-

fore, an angle of incidence of 75° can be used for the measurement. This 

angle is close to the principal angle of incidence and is in the sensi-

tive region for the measurement of films on a platinum surface. The 

outside of the glass windows is coated with an anti-reflection coating 

to minimize the reflection from the window surfaces which may cause 

an error in the measurements. Unlike Turney, during the present ex~ 

periments, the nuts holding the windows to the cell were tightened to 

only 20 in.-lb which was found to be sufficient to prevent the cell 

from leaking. Mechanical stress imposed on the windows by the tightening 

of nuts will cause birefringence in the windows. The smaller the torque 

applied to the nuts , the lower the birefringence in -che windows. 

2. 1Liquid Filling and Draining System 

The cell is filled and drained by gravitational flow. The cell's 

filling and draining system has also been described by Turney. 27 A 

diagram of the flow system is shown in. Fig. 21. 

3. Cell Atmosphere Control System 

In order to keep a stable film on the platinum electrode, it is 

necessary to keep a saturated atmosphere in the cell. Nitrogen saturated 
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Fig. 20 a. Side sectional view of liquid film experimental cell. 
b. Top sectional view of liquid film experimental cell. 27 

1. Studs for clamping windows to cell body 
2. Gas inlet 
3. Gas outlet 
4. Clamp and electrical contact 
5. Gas outlet for counter-electrode chamber 
6. Main chamber 
7. Glass capillary for reference electrode 
8. Platinum electrode 
9. Liquid drain 

10. Counter-electrode 
11. Counter-electrode chamber 
12. Liquid inlet 
14. Passage between chambers 
15. Weir to establish liquid level 
16. Frame to hold windows 
17 . Plate glass windows 
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Fig. 20a 
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Fig. 20b 
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with the film solution was fed to the cell to control the atmosphere 

and to keep carbon dioxide and oxygen out of the cell. These gases 

may react with the film or oxidize the electrode surface. The gas 

saturation system has been described by Turney27 and a sketch of it is 

shown in Fig. 22. 

4. Optical System 

An ellipsomet~ic setup allowing variable angle of incidence measure-

ments was used for the study. The polarizer parts and the compensator 

are stationed on a fixed arm, while the analyzer parts rest on a movable 

arm which can be rotated around an axis to change the angle of incidence. 

These arms have been extended away from the sample table in order to 

accommodate the cell. The sample table with three screws for tilting 

movement, was mounted on a motor driven dovetail carrier which has a 

vertical movement of about 11 em. This movement allows measurements 

to be made along the electrode. A photograph of the setup with the cell 

in place is shown in Fig. 23. A simplified schematic sketch of the 

system is shown in Fig. 24. 

B. The Platinum Electrode 

The platinum electrode was constructed from a platinum sheet (10 em 

x 4 em x 0.05 em) soldered to a 1/4 in. thick stainless steel backing. 

The surface of the platinum was optically polished. Except for a small ~ 

area on the top, the sides and back of the electrode were coated with 

* Kynar, which is highly corrosion resistant under most. acid or base 

environment. Electrical connection was made with a stainless steel (316) 

pin in contact with the bare area on the top edge. This pin also serves 

* Trade mark of Pennsalt Chemical Corporation for a Vinylidene Fluoride 
polymer. 
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Fig. 21 

Liquid filling and draining system~7 
1. Dust and carbon dioxide filters 
2. 500 ml flasks containing solution used for cathodic cleaning 

of electrode 
3. 500 ml flasks containing experimental solution 
4. System flushing drain 
5. Experimental cell 
6. Drain vent 
7. Fiexible connecting line 
8. Liquid drain 
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Fig. 21 
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Fig. 22 
Cell atmosphere control system. 27 . · 

7 

6 

XBL7011.- 4123 

l. Gas supply cylinder (N2) 6. Glass wool mist filter 

10 

2. Drying tube 7 · Saturated gas flow rate rotameter 
3. Glass wool dustfilter 8. Dust and carbon dioxide filter 
4. Dry gas flow rate rotameter 9. Liquid film experimental cell 
5. Sparger with same solution as 10. Flexible connecting line 

in experimental cell 
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K 

Fi g. 23 
84 

Modified ellipsometer with experimental cell in place. 
A. Moveable carriage for light source 
B. Exchangeabl e monochromatic light source 

XBB 682-860 

C. Light chopper and generator of reference signal for phase-
sensitive detector 

D. Collimator tube with p inhole entrance 
E. Pol arizer circle with illuminated scale 
F. Compensator circle with illuminated scale 
G. Experimental cell 
H. Iris diaphragm for control of observed spe cimen area 
I. Analyzer circle with illuminated scale 
K. Teles cope tube with pinhole exit 
L. Photomultiplier 
M. Table 
N. Angle of inc idence circle 
0. Sample table with vertical movement 
P . Motor drive control unit for vertical movement of sample 

table 
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Fig. 24 

Simplified schematic of ellipsometer setup with the cell 
i n place.85 
A. Light source 
B. Pinhole 
C. Collimator lens 
D. Polarizer prism 

E,J. Iris diaphragms 
F. Quarter wave plate 

O,I. Cell windows with anti-reflection coatings to minimize 
parasitic beam (---) 

H. Reflecting specimen (platinum electrode) 
K. Analyzer prism 
L. Telescope lens 
M. Telescope pinhole serves to block most of the 

parasitic beam (---) 
N. Photomultiplier 

Main beam 
Parasitic beam 
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XBL 719-4444 

Fig. 24 
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to clamp the electrode in place. 

c. PreEaration of Electrolyte 

The potassium hydroxide solutions were prepared from reagent grade 

pellets and distilled water. Since KOH attacks both glass and paper 

filters , teflon filters ( Chemware Filter Membranes, Chemplast Inc. ) were 

used with a polypropylene funnel to vacuum filter the solution. The 

finest teflon filter which was available had a porosity of 5~ (fine). 

After filtration, the solution was purged with nitrogen for the least 

24 hours before it was used. 

The sulfuric acid,solution was prepared from reagent grade concen

trated sulfuric acid. The solution was then vacuum filtered through a 

glass filter (porosity approx. lv) and pruged with nitrogen before being 

used. 

D. Preparation of Electrode Surface Cleaning of the Cell 

Before the cell was assembled, the platinum electrode was cleaned 

with isopropanol to remove grease and organic contaminants, followed by 

a cleaning with nitric acid. The cell body was cleaned with chromic 

acid and distilled water. The cleaning of the cell windows was rather 

laborious. Orie side of the windows is coated with anti...;reflection 

coating. Cleaning could not be done easily with chromic acid without 

destroying part of the coating. For experiments with potassium hydroxide 

solution, the cleaning of windows was omitted-because the potassium 

hydroxide solution etches the glass and therefore wets it very well. 

However, for experiments with dilute sulfuric acid, the glass windows 

had to be cleaned since dilute sulfuric acid does not etch glass, and 

liquid drops would form on the window surface when.drained. This would 

introduce great error in the measurements. In order not to damage the 

coating of' the windows during cleaning, the cell was first assembled, 
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then filled with chromic acid and followed by repeated rinsing with 

distilled water to wash the whole cell. 

Before the performance of every experiment, the cell was filled 

with the electrolyte and the platinum electrode was cathodically 

cleaned (current density, 750 ma/cm2 ) by intermitent evolution of' large 

quantities of hydrogen to insure the presence of a clean platinum sur-

face. Two counter-electrodes were used in succession for the cleaning 

process. Nickel screens were used as the counter-electrode for cleaning 

when experiments were performed with potassium hydroxide electrolyte. 

When working with dilute sulfuric acid, a platinum plate was used 

instead. Sometimes the cathodic cleaning had to be repeated many times 

to achieve a uniform wetting of the platinum surface. 

To begin an experiment, the cell was filled with electrolyte and 

the gas saturation system turned on. The cell was .then drained as fast 

* as possible. When the liquid level reached the top of the weir, timing 

began for the measurement of the thinning of the film. 

E. Alignment 

The alignment and calibration of the ellipsometer with variable 

angle of incidence setup is much easier than that described for use with 

the LEED setup because the polarizer and analyzer telescopes can be 

easily brought into "straight through position" (i.e. optical axes coin-

cident with each other). Essentially, the McCrackin alighment proce-

11 
dures were followed. The procedures are outlined by steps in Appendix 

III. 

* The weir separates the solution contacting the electrode and that near 
the glass windows since the KOH solution attacks glass. The weir also 
serves to set the liquid level. 
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The angle between the two windows when the cell was assembled, did 

not differ from 75° by more than one degree. The electrode surface 

should form equal angles with the faces of the windows. This alignment 

of the electrode surface with respect to the windows was estimated to be. 

accurate within half a degree. To aiign the cell with respect to the 

light beam at 75° angle of incidence, the cell was moved until the pin-

hole image reflecting from the electrode fell on the cross-hairs of the 

analyzer telescope eyepiece. When this is accomplished, the light beam 

should be normal to the windows, with a deviation of less than one degree. 

As was mentioned before, one degree misalignment affect the state of 

polarization only very slightly. 20 It was not necessary to align the 

cell windows with respect to the light beam. 

F. The Effect of Cell Windows 

The effect of inhomogeneities and birefringence in the cell windows 

on ~ and ~ was determined by first measuring ~ and ~ for the platinum 

electrode with cell windows removed and then withwindows in place. 

The difference in ~ and ~ between the two measurements were applied 

as correction factors. This measurement of the cell window effect was 

performed every time that the cell was taken apart and reassembled. 

Table III shows the results of the window effect measurement and the cor-

rection factors deter:rilined. ·For determination of the optical constants 

11 
of the platinum electrode, the four-zone average correction factors 

for windows were used. When measuring films on the platinum electrode,· 

two-zone average correction factors were used since film.measurements 

were only made in two zones (compensator circle reading at 45°, quarter-

wave plate fast axis at 135° to plane of incidence). 

It must be mentioned that measurement of the cell window effect 

was only made at one point on the window. The inhomogeneities of the 

.• 



Measurement No. 

l. No Windows 

2. Windows On, 

Finger Tight 

Windows On, 
3 •. Nuts Tightened 

to 20 in.-lb Torque 

Difference from No 
Window Measurement 
2 - 1 

Difference from No 
Window Measurement 
3 - 1 

Table III. Effect of the cell windows on 6 and~ 
(Reflecting surface: Platinum electrode; 
<I> = 75°; wavelength = 546J.A). 

Two-Zone Average 
(quarter-wave plate fast axis at 135°) 

1 2 3 

6 ( deg.) 99.94 100.94 97.00 

~ (deg.) 34.13 33.71 33.33 

6 98.16 

~ 34.14 

6 96.11 100.67 97.46 

~ 34.17 33.78 33.36 

D6 -1.78 

D~ 0.01 

D6 -3.83 -0.27 0.46 

(Correction factors are the ) 
negative of these values listed D~ 0.04 0.07 0.03 

------ - -- ------------------- '---------

• 

Four-Zone Average 

1 2 3 

99.65 100.60 96.74 

34.12 33.76 33.32 

97.82 

34.12 

95.79 100.19 97.14 

34.15 33.76 33.32 

-1.83 

0.00 

-3.86 -0.41 0.40 

0.03 0.00 0.00 
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glass were probably the same along the window. However, to account 

for the variation of birefringence along the window caused by mechanical 

stress, measurements should actually be made at points where film study 

measurements would be made. The task of determining the effect of cell 

windows at different points was not carried out because it was considered 

too lengthy and laborious. A slight uncertainty, therefore, does exist 

in the effect of the cell windows on measured values of 6 and ~ at 

points where measurements were not made. When placing the windows onto 

the cell, care was taken to tighten the nuts uniformly to avoid un-

necessary birefringence. Except for one pair of windows, which was 

later discarded, the effect of cell windows was only of the order of 

half a degree in 6 and neglegible in ~. The uncertainty limit of the 

effect of the windows at different points was estimated to be of the 

same order of magnitude but not higher. From calculations, it was shown 

that an error in 6 of ±0.5° will introduce an error in the film thickness 

of about ±2A. 

G. Determination of the Optical Constants 
of the Platinum Electrode 

To obtain the optical constants of a clean platinum surface, the 

me~surement was made with the cell filled with electrolyte and the 

electrode cathodically cleaned. This insured that the surface measured 

would be free of oxide layer and other contaminants. The optical con-, 

stants of the platinum electrode measured in air and measured when 

surrounded by electrolyte are compared in Table IV .. Four-zone average 

of 6 and ~were used to determine the optical constants. The constants 

obtained are close to that reported in literature. 34 •35• 36 

When ~easurements of optical constants were made with the cell 

filled with electrolyte, the alignment of the windows with respect to 

·. \ 
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Table TY. Optical constants of the platinum electrode 
(cj> ;::; 15°, .wavelength = 546J.A). 

1. Measurement made with the 
electrode in air 

6. (deg.) 1jJ (deg.) 

(Four-zone average) 

100.65 33.80 

n 

.1.70 

2. Measurements made with the electrode surrounded by electrolyte 
(electrode cathodically cleaned) 

In lN KOH solution 
(refractive index = 1.3444) 81.96 * 

Electrode Re-Polished 

In 2.62N KOH solution 
(refractive index = 1.3595) 

In 6.05N KOH solution 
(refractive index 1.3853) 

In 0.94N H2so4 solution 

(refractive index = 1.3393) 

* 

** 81.85 

** 81.77 

* 35.46 

** 32.48 

** 32.70 

1.47 

1.93 

1.93 

1.90 

Window effect correction factors set 1 of Table III applied. 

** Window effect correction factors set 2 of Table III applied. 

tWindow effect correction factors set 3 of Table III applied. 

k 

3.85 

3.82 

3.71 

3.79 

3.72 
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the light beam was more critica1
28 

because it could cause false angle 

of incidence. A check was made to see how much the reflected light 

beam had deviated from its original position after the cell was filled 

with electrolyte. It was found that the reflected light beam was de-

fleeted only by two minutes by the electrolyte. This means that the 

alignment of the windows with respect to the light beam was very 

good .. The autocollimation check of the windows with respect to the 

light beam was not made because the anti-reflection coating would give 

a reflection too weak to be observed, and because the attachment of a 

mirro.r onto the window might destroy the coating, 

Table IV shows that the optical constants of the platinum electrode 

measured in lN KOH was greatly different from the rest of the measure-

ments. The reason for the discrepancy is not clear. One of the 

following reasons may explain the difference. a) At the time of measure-

ment the surface could have been contaminated by corrosion products* 

which originated from the top of the electrode. Making the measurement 

near the bottom of the electrode may not have avoided the problem. 

b) Since the measurement was made near the bottom of the electrode, and 

measurement of the effect of windows was made at the middle of the 

** 
electrode, an uncertainty exist in the correction factors for window 

effect. The pair of windows used at the time showed highinhomogeneities 

*The corrosion product was produced because of an anodic dissolution 
process during cathodic·cleaning. The pin in contact with the electrode 
was at the time made from 304 stainless steel while the backing of the 
platinum electrode was 316 stainless steel. Due to the roughness of 
the contact area, a small gap was present. This problem of corrosion 
was solved after the contact area was smoothed. In addition, a 316 
stainless steel pin was used later. 
**Except with lN KOH, measurement of the optical constant were made at 
the middle of the electrode where cell window effect measurements were 
made. This avoided any uncertainty in the effect of windows on measured 
values of 6 and ~. 
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and birefringence (see Table III}. Therefore, the uncertainty range 

might very well be large. c1 The electrode was re-polished after the 

measurement with lN KOH. The surface of the electrode may be very 

different before and after the hand-polishing. 

It might be noted that the optical constants of platinum falls in 

the range where n and k are quite sensitive to changes in ~ and 6 

(especially to changes in~) at 75° angle of incidence (see Fig. 25). 

For instance, a change of~ of approximately 3° will change the cal-

culated values of n/n from 2.0 to 1.5 and k/n from 3.5 to about 3.8. 
0 0 

H. KOH Films 

In the study of KOH films on the platinum electrode, an unexpected 

problem arose. Measurements could be interpreted only by assuming 

a small index of extinction, k in the film (potassium p~rdroxid& film 

should be transparent). Detailed dicussion will be given in section 

V-H-4. 

1. Measurement of the Thi.:ri:riine; ·of the Film 

The measurement of the thinning of potassium hydroxide films was made 

at 3.83 em from the top edge of the electrode. Measurements began as soon 

as the electrolyte level reached the top of the weir. As the electrolyte 

was drained, some of it was collected for refractive index and concen-

tration determination. The refractive index was. determined using the 

Bausch and Lomb precision refractometer. The concentration was deter-

mined by titration with standard lN HCl (phenolphthalein end point) . 

Figures 26 and 27 show the thinning curves of 2.62N and 6.05N KOH 

films. The results show what was expected~ the thinning rate of 6.05N 

KOH film was slower than that of the 2.62N film since 6.05N KOH had a 

higher viscosity Capproximatly one and a half times higher) and only 

I' 
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Fig. 25 Ellipsometric parameters ~ and 6 for reflection from a bare 
metal surface of optical constants n-ik. Angle of incidence 75°. 
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Fig. 26 Thinning of 2.62N KOH film on platinum electrode. Measurement made at 3.83 em 
from top edge of electrode. 
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a slightly higher density. However, as opposed to results obtained by 

Muller,29 thinning curves did not obey Eq. (42) 30 

L = (J.I/pg)l/2 zl/2 t -l/2 (42) 

where ·L = film thickness 

z =vertical coordinate, measured from the upper electrode dowr1 

t = time 

ll = viscosity 

p = density 

g = gravitational constant 

2. Steady State Film Profile 

The film profile was obtained by making ellipsometric measurements 

at selected points along the electrode after the drained film had 

reached steady state. Limitations in the movement of the sample table 

restricted measurements to parts of the surface higher than one centimeter 

above the liquid level.. The film profiles for lN, 2. 62N and 6. 05N KOH 

film are ·shown in Fig. 28, The film profiles seem to show waviness. 

3. Comparison with White Light Interference 

It was of interest in this work to see how ellipsometry can be 

applied to thick film measurement and how it compares with film inter-

ference measurements. 

White light interference measurement was made immediately after the 

ellipsometric measurement. With the angle of incidence remaining at 75° 

and the cell unmoved, the mercury lamp was replaced by a white micro-

scope light. The quarter-wave plate was removed, and the polarizer set 

either at the p or s position ltransmission axis in the plane of inci-

ence or normal to the plane of incidence}. The interference colors were 
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Fig. 28 Ellipsoinetrically determined steady state film profiles 
of KOH films on platinum. Measurements made 24 hrs 
after the forming of films. 
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observed with the analyzer transmission axis at 45° to the plane of 

incidence. 

Comparison of ellipsometric measurements and film interference 

measurements for 2. 62N and 6. 05 KOH films are made in Figs. 29 and 30. 

An excellent agreement exist between the two types of measurements. The 

ellipsometric measurement, as a matter of fact, shows less scatter than 

interference measurements. 

To obtain local film thickness from the interference colors, the 

color scales (Fig. 31) constructed by Turney27 was used. The use of 

Fig. 31 requires the knowledge of otot (total phase change due to 

reflection) 

(43) 

where o is the absolute phase change due to reflection at the air-film 
3 

interface and o
1

, the absolute phase change at thefilm-metal interface. 

The abscissa in Fig. 31 is the optical path difference, 6S, through 

the film, 

(44) 

where nf is the refractive index of the dielectric film, ¢' the angle 

* of refraction in the film and L the film thickness. 

A color series for platinum electrode is taken from Fig. 31 for 

p- and s-polarization respectively. The values of otot for both polar

izations were calculated from Eq. ( 43}. The absolute phase changes for 

p- and s-polarization~ .respectively, at the air-film interface and film-

platinum interface were determined using the computer program "MER" 

(Appendix I-C). The color se.ries obtained are compared with those 

* ¢' in Eq. 44 is not a complex quanity as in Eq. (31), since the film 
is assumed to be dielectric. 
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Fig. 29 Comparison of ellipsometrically determined steady state film 
profile with white light interference determination. 2.62N 
KOll film on platinum. 
0- Determined by ellipsometry 

6. ,A- Determined by interferenc~ color observation 
6- s polarization 
A- p polarization 
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Fig. 30 Comparison of ellipsometrically determined steady state 
film profile with white light interference determination. 
6.05N KOH film on platinum. 
0 - Determined by ellipsometry ,, 

6. A- Determined by interference color observation 
6. - s polari zatiori 
£- p polarization 
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obtained by Turney
27 

in Fig. 32. For the p-polarization, a difference 

in 118 of about 0.1 microns existsbetween the present results and 

Turney 1 s, while for a-polarization the difference is 0. 05 1.1. A govd 

.agreement, however, is obtained between the presently used color series 

and the ones used by Muller. 

4. Discussion 

To obtain the thickness of the filJn, the computer program "DLVPS" 

(Appendix I~G) was used to plot the experimental data on the ~ versus 6 

plane. Theoretical curves of ~versus 6 with different film optical 

constants were also calculated using computer program "FPLOT" (Appendix 

I-F). The thickness was retrieved by comparing the experimental ~ and 

6 with theoretical ~ and 6, when a best fit was found between the data 

and the theoretical curve. 

Potassium hydroxide solution is transparent and colorless. There-

fore, KOH films should be non-absorbing and could be characterized by 

a real refractive index nf (determined by refractometer). However, it 

was found necessary to assume a small index of extinction for the film 

(especially for the thinner part). Table V gives, for different thick-

nesses of film, the values of index of extinction required for the film 

' in order to fit the theoretical curve thus calculated to experimental 

data. 

The absorption characteristics shown by the KOH films probably 

could be explained by the inclusion of foreign particles in the solution. 

Since the finest porosity of the teflon filter used was 5 ~. any par-

ticles smaller than 5 ~ would remain in th~ solution. When the film 

was formed, these particles acted as scattering or absorbing centers. 

The results of ellipsometric measurements thus showed that the film had 

absorption charact7ristics. In the thinner part of the film, the volume 
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Fig. 32 Thin film interference color series for a platinum substrate. 
Comparison of the.series constructed for the present work 
With those constructed by Turney.27 
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KOH Film Profile 
Measurements 
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KOH Film Thinning 
Measurements 

Table V. Film optical constants used for the determination 
of KOH film thickness on the Pt electrode. 

.. 

Optical Constants 
Concentration nf (measured) kf (fitted) Film Thickness Range (Microns) 

lN 1.3444 0.03 0.06 - 0.6 

2.62N l. 3595 0.04 0.2 - 0.4 

0.015 0.44 - 0.65 

6.05N 1.3853 0.02 0.4 - 0.65 

0.01 0.7 - 0.8 

2.62N 1.3595 0.02 0.5 - 0.95 

0.01 1.0 - 1.9 

6.05N 1.3853 0.02 0.6 - 0.95 

0.01 0.98 - 1.2 

0.00 1.3 - 1.5 
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percent. age o;f particles was higher. A higher index o;f extinction there-

fore existed in the thinner part o;f the film. This reasoning is supported 

by the experiments with sulfuric acid (Section V-I). 

In calculating the theoretical values of ~ and 6 with changes in 

film thickness, the substrate optical constants were assumed to be those 

measured when the platinum electrode was surrounded by electrolyte (see 

Table IV). When analyzing the results for lN KOH film, it was borne in 

mind that the substrate constants might be in error as mentioned in 

Section V~G. However, it was found that the theoretical ~versus 6 

curve based on substrate constants of n = 1.47' k = 3.82, and film 
m m 

constants of nf = 1.3444, kf = 0.03 fitted quite well with the data. 

If the platinum optical constants were in error, this fit would mean 

that the accuracy of substrate constants is not critical in determining 

the film thickness. 

Two ~versus 6 curves, with film thickness as the parameters were 

computed with substrate constants n = 1.47, k = 3.82 and film con-
m m 

stants nf = .1. 3444, kf = 0 and nf = l. 3444, kf = 0. 03. These two curves 

were compared with the two curves calculated using substrate constants 

* n = 1. 93, k = 3. 71 and the same film constants. For the transparent 
m m 

film (nf = 1. 3444), the maximum difference between the two is 4° in 

~ and 5° in 6 which corresponds to an error in thickness of about 30A. 

These maximum differences occur within the 6 range of 120° to 220°. For 

the slightly absorbing film (nf = 1.3444, kf = 0.03), the same maximum 

differences between the two curves also occured within the range of 

120° to 220° in 6. The differences in ~ and 6, however, increase with 

film thickness. Since the present study deals with thick KOH films, 

* These substrate constants were obtained with the electrode surrounded 
by 2.62N KOH electrolyte. They are expected to be accurate. 
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an inaccuracy of ±5oA i.n film thickness is tolerable. The accuracy in 

the results for 2.62N and 6.05 KOH film, however, is expected to be much 

better than ±5oA . 

. ( 

Further support for the arguments presented in Section V-H-4 to 

explain the absorbing character of KOH films has been obtained by the 

observation of liquid filllls free of solid particles on the same plat-

inurn electrode. Dilute sulfuric abid as the liquid was chosen for the 

following reasons. 

a) Reagent grade concentrated sulfuric acid is obtained by dis-

tillation and therefore it is free of inert particles. b) Dilute sul-

furic acid does not attack glass as KOH does. A glass filter (with a 

porosity of approximately lp, Corning ultra fine) could be used to vacuum 

filter the solution. Therefore, any particles still present can be 

filtered out of the solution down to a size much smaller than was pos-

sible with KOH; c} Sulfuric acid is of practical interest in fuel cells 

and corrosion processes. 

l. Ee;Perimental 

The thinning of 0.94N sulfuric acid films was measured at 4.32 em 

from the top of the electrode; The result is shown in Fig. 33. The 

thinning rate of 0.94N KOH films was much faster than that of 2.62N and 
' . 

6.05N KOH films since the viscosity of 0.94N H
2
so4 is much lower. The 

i 

fillll reached steady state in about ll hours, compared to 20 to 22 hours 

needed by the KOH films to reach steady state. However, like the KOH 

films, the time dependence of the thinning with H
2
so4 did not obey 

Eq. (42}. 

The results of the fillll profile measurement is shown in Fig. 34. A 

tapered film of thickness of 50A to 20~ wetted the electrode. The 
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thickness of the film seemed to increase greatly at about 2 em above 

the liquid level. Due to the limited traveling distance of the sample 

table, data could not be obtained closer to the liquid level. 

No film interference color was observable because the film was too 

thin. This again shows one of the superiorities of ellipsometry over 

interferometry when applied to film measurement. 

2. Discussion 

In order to derive thickness values from the experimental values 

of 1)! and /:,. the calculated theoretical 1)! versus /::,. curves were fitted to 

the experimental points. In contrast to KOH results, measured points 

could be connected by a theoretical curve based on a real refractive 

index for the film Cnf = 1.3393, measured by refractometer, and kf = 0.) 

The substrate constants used were the ones measured when the electrode 

was surrounded by 0. 94N H
2

so
4 

electrolyte (see Table IV) . 

. As was mentioned before, the 0.94N sulfuric acid was prepared from 

reagent grade concentrated sulfuric acid and filtered through a glass 

filter. Therefore, the solution used was free of particles larger than 

l]J. The ellipsometric results showed what was expected--a transparent 

sulfuric acid film on a metallic substrate (platinum). The sulfuric 

acid film also had a smoother appearance than the KOH films when 

observed through the analyzer telescope. These results may not be a 

solid evidence that the absorption characteristic of KOH films was due 

to foreign particles, however, they certainly contribute a substantial 

support for the argument. 
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VI. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR AN AUTOMATIC ELLIPSOMETER 

Ellipsometry is very useful in the study of films. However, with 

equipment operated manually, which requires several minutes for each 

measurement; it is limited to the investigation of steady-state films 

or transient films with a slow change in thickness. An automatic 

ellipsometer with fast response time would increase the scope of film 

measurements to include the study of transient adsorption and oxidation 

processes. 

There are various reports on automatic ellipsometers. Several 

techniques such as computer contro1, 52 servo-motor contro1, 53 electro

optic and magneto-optic modulation54 •55 have been employed. In the 

present design of an automatic ellipsometer, the scheme used is similar 

55 . f to that described by H. P. Layer --the use of two Faraday rotators or 

modulation. 

The Faraday rotation can be described by the following equation23 

8 = VHQ, (45) 

where e = the Faraday rotation, minutes of arc 

v = the Verdet constant, min/Oe-cm 

H = magnetic field applied, Oersteds 

Q, = length of light path through the material, em 

A good Faraday rotator is a material which has a high Verdet constant. 

Since solids are convenient to handle, glass was chosen to be used 

as Faraday cells in the automatic ellipsometer. Selection of the most 

suitable glass as Faraday rotator should be based on the following 

considerations (besides high Verdet constant): small absorbance, small 

reflection loss and small residual birefringence. Also, the glass 

should have a low stress optical coefficient since a stable and uniform 
_,.. .. 

temperature is difficult to achieve in a Faraday cell. 

Ill 
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The absorbance, a has been defined by Robinson33 in the following 

equation 

I(d) =I (0) 

where I(O) = incident light intensity 

I(d) = transmitted light intensity 

-ad e (46) 

d = distance between glass surfaces where I(O) and I(d) are 

measured 

Equation (46) account only for the absorption loss in the glass. 

Fresnel reflection loss is not.included. 

Three glasses were considered for use as Faraday rotator: 1) Corning 

8463 extra heavy lead glass, 2) Schott SFS-6 extra heavy lead glass, and 

3) Chance-Pilkington, zero stress optical coefficient glass. 

Comparison between the Corning 8463 and Schott SFS-6 glasses as 

Faraday cells has been reported in the literature. 33 Very few data, 40 

however, were available for the Chance-Pilkington zero stress optical 

coefficient glass. Some of the properties of these glasses are listed 

in Table VI for comparison. 

Table VI. A comparison of glasses used as Faraday rotator. 

Density 
(gm/cm3) 

33 40 Verdet Canst. ' 
at 546lA 
(min/Oe-cm) 

Refractive 
Index nD 

. 33 
·a, absorbance 

at 546lA (cm-1 ) 

Corning 8463 

6.22 

0.15 

1.980 

0.056 

Schott SFS-6 

5.18 

0.14 

1.806 

0.015 

Chance-Pilkington 
Zero Stress Opt. Coef. 

5-75 

. 0.10 

1.844 
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The Corning 8463 has the highest Verdet constant. However, it 
I 

also has a high absorbance. Calculations showed that after passage 

* through 12 inches of the glass, 82% of the light is absorbed. From 

informations
32 

gathered, the Corning 8463 has large residual birefringence 

and a high stress optical coefficient. The residual birefringence can 

be removed by proper annealing. However, the glass is still very 

sensitive to strain-induced birefringence. 

The Schott glass has a high Verdet constant and a small absorbance 

(only 36% of the light is absorbed after passage through 12 inches of 

the glass). It is an attractive glass to be used as a Faraday cell, No 

data were available on its residual phase retardation and its stress 

optical coefficient. These properties, if not favorable, may be a 

hinderance to the use of Schott glass as Faraday cells. 

The Chance-Pilkington glass, which has the smallest Verdet constant 

of the three possesses a phase retardation of less than 0.01° per 

centimeter. As claimed by the manufacturer, the zero stress optical 

coefficient glass has a zero stress optical coefficient at wavelength 

of 5890A and a stress optical coefficient of 0.04 Brewsters at 430oA. 

No value on the absorbance of the Chance-Pilkington glass was available. 

If it has a small absorbance, the zero optical coefficient glass will 

be the most favorable glass to be used as Faraday rotator in the auto-

matic ellipsometer. With a glass core of 6 inches in length, a Verdet 

constant of 0.1 min/Oe-cm will rotate a plane polarized light approx~ 

** imately 30 degrees (maximum) under a magnetic field intensity of 1180 

* Twelve inch path length was used because Faraday 
each were planned for the automatic ellipsometer. 
located behind the polarizer and the other before 

** 

cells of 6 inches long 
One Faraday-cell is 

the analyzer. 

A dynamic range of 30° was·planned for the polarizer and the analyzer. 
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Oersteds (:which is not dif.ficult to achieve). 

When a glass .is chosen to be us.ed as Faraday cell, its faces should 

be coated with anti-reflection coating to reduce the Fresnel reflection 

loss. Here, a glass with high refractive index is an advantage, since 

the reflectance can be reduced greatly by only a single A/4 coating 

of MgF 
2

. 

The solenoids used for Faraday cells will have three separate 

windings. The inner AC winding will be used for the modulation. The 

outermost DC winding will be used to rotate the plane of polarization. 

'rhe middle AC winding will be used to shield the inner AC winding 

from the DC winding to prevent coupling. The solenoids will be water 

cooled. The purpose of the AC modulation of the magnetic field of each 

solenoid is to produce a control signal for a feedback circuit which 

regulates the current in each DC winding to achieve minimum transmitted 

light intensity. It is hoped that the automatic ellipsometer will have 

a response time of 10 msec. 
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APPENDIX I. COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

A. 'FORTRAN . TV . Computer . Program . ''MOC" 

This computer program (~etal Qptical ~onstants) calculates the 

optical const'ants from relative phase change' {)., and arctangent of 

relative amplitude attenuation, ~. 

2 
2 n 

0 
n = 2 

2 
k2 

n 
0 = 2 

¢ 

¢ 
/:). 

/:). 

~ 

~ 

D 

E 

n 

1. Equations Used in the Program 

D = sin p tan cp cos 2~ 
l + sin· 2~ cos /:). 

E = sin 2l}J sin ¢ .tan p sin {). 
l + sin 2l}J cos {). 

[ ,J (D2 - E2 + . 2 ¢)2 + 4D2E2 + (D2 - E2 + sJ.n 

[ V(D
2 

- E
2 

+ . 2 ¢)2 + 4D2E2 - (D2 - E2 + sJ.n 

2. Variables Employed in the Program 

S~bol 

(degrees) 

(radians) 

(degrees) 

(radians) 

(degrees) 

(radians) 

. 2 
¢)] sJ.n 

. 2 
¢)] sJ.n 

k TK imaginary part of the complex 

refractive index (index of extinction) 

'I' NO n 
0 

refractive index of transparent 

incident medium 

(27) 

(28) 

(25) 

(26) 
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3. Input Data for Program "MOC" 

The input data for the program MOC are arranged on cards as illus-

trated below 

Card Col. 1 Col. 11 Col. 21 Col. 31 Col. 41 Col. 51 Col. 61 

1 Title and comments (up to 80 columns may be used). 

2 n 
0 

3 ¢1 ¢2 ¢3 ¢4 ¢5 ¢6 ¢7 

4 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 

5 l/Jl l/12 l/13 l/14 l/15 l/16 l/17 

Card 1 is printed verbatim on the first page of the printout. These 

5 cards constitute a set of input data. Any number of sets may follow 

this first set. The last set of cards must be followed by two blank 

cards. The data should contain a decimal point and may be located any-

where in the field beginning with the column indicated and ending in the 

column preceding the next field. 

The program together with a sample output is reproduced on the 

following pages. 
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DIMENSION PH I D ( 7 J • PH I C 7 l, DELD C 7 J • DEL C 7 J • PSI DC 7 J , PSI ( 7 J , DC 7 l, DSQ C 7 l 
C, E C 7 J , E SQ C 7 J , TN C 7 J • T NSQ C 7 l , T K C 7 J • T KSQ C 7 J 

QfMFNSTON TITLE (8) 
1 RF:AD 2, TI TLF: 
2 FORMAT ·C8A10J 
1 PRINT 4o TITLE 
4 FOR'-1AT ClYlo 8A10J 
9 FORMAT CF10.5l 

10 FORMAT C7F10.5J 
11 FORMAT C7F10o0l 
~ FORMAT (////1Xo5HTNO =oF10.5J 

12 FORMATC////3Xo4HPH!Do6Xo4HOELD•6Xo4HPSIDo8XolHDo9XolHEo9Xo2HTN,7Xo 
C2HTKJ 

14 FORMATC1H0//~0X 0 43H----------METAL OPTICAL CONSTANTS---------- ) 
RF:An 9,TN0 
IFCT~O.EQ.O.~J GO TO 305 
PRINT 14 
PRINT 5o. TNO 

25 READ llo (PH!DCMloM=1o7l 
REAn 11• (DELDCMloM=lo7l 
READ 11• (PS!D(II1JoM=1o7J 
OQ 1 (') 1 M = 1 , 1 
PHI!Ml=PHIQ1111l*Oo01745329252 
DELCMJ=DELD(~)*0.017451~9252 

PSI!Ml=PSIDC~l*0.017451~9252 

101 (ONTINIJF: 
DO 201 M=l•7 
SPH=SIN (PHI(M) J 
(PY=COS (PHI(M)) 
TPH:C:,PH/CDH · 
SD=SIN COEL(Ml l 
CD=COS CDEL(M)) 
STPS=SIN (2.0*PST!Mll 
CTPS=COS (2.0*PSI(Ml) 
D!Ml=+SPH•TPH*CTPS/C1.0+(D*STPSl 
f)S() ( M J =f) ( M) H) ( M) 

E!Ml=+SPH•TPH*SD*STPS/Cl.O+CO*STPS) 
~SQ(M):F(M)*F(MJ 
F=OSQ(M)-ESQ(M)+SPH*SPH 
TNSQ!Ml=0.5*CSQRT CF*F+4.0*DSQ(Ml*FSQ(M))+FJ*TN0**2 
IF CTNSQ(Ml l 150.152,152 

150 TN(M)=() 
GO TO 154 

152 TN(M)=SQRT (TNS()(M) l 
154 TKSQ(Ml=TNO*TN0/2•*CSQRTCF*F+4•0*DSQ(Ml*ESQ(M) J-FJ 

IF CTKSQ!Ml l 156.158.158 
156 TKCMJ=O 

GO TO 201 
158 TK(M)=SQRT CTKSQ{~) l 
201 CONTINUE 

PRINT 12 
DO 101 M=l o7 

3J1 PRINT 10 , PHIDCMl oDELDCMJ oPSID!M) oDCMl oE!Ml tTN(;'<1J .TKCMJ 
GO TO 1 

305 RE:TIJRN 
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PROGRAM MOC -- SAMPLi OUTPUT CSILVER) 

----------METAL OPTICAL CON~TANTS----------

TNO 1. 00v(l0 

PHID Del[) PSID 0 E TN TK 
2.00000 179.9o.:)2J 44.99910 .20702 4.00236 .20703 4.00221 

40.00000 164.8o780 44.63550 .19747 4.05120 .19999 4.00001 
45.'JMOO 160.2934:1 44.5317() .19693 4.06186 .19997 3.99999 
50.00000 154.7838.) '+4. 4l:l40 .19643 4.07251 .19999 3. 99999 
70.00000 115.79420 43.77840 .19471 4.10864 .19999 3. 99999 
75.00000 97.6286;) 43.65930 .19443 4.11470 .20000 3.99999 
80.00000 72.862lJ 't3. 71020 .19420 4.11915 .19999 3.99998 
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B. FORTRAN IV . Computer . Progra:n:i. ''AX CON" 

Similar to the computer program MOC, the FORTRAN IV program, AXCON, 

(A~iliary Constants) calculates the metal optical constants n and k 

from given values of Vi, b. and ¢. In addition, the program finds the 

alternate constants n', k', electrical conductivity 0, dielectric con-

stant E and penetration depth. 

2 n = 

k2 = 

2 

[ V (D2 n 
.....Q_ 

2 

2 

l. Equations Used in the Program 

D = sin ¢ tan p cos 2W 
l + sin 2Vi cos b. 

E = sin p tan p sin 21JJ sin b. 
l + sin 2Vi cos b. 

- E2 + . 2 ¢)2 + 4D2E2 + (D2 - E2 + s1n 

n 
[ ~(D2 - E2 + . 2 ¢)2 + 4D2E2 (D2 2 0 s1n .,... E + 

2 

n' = n 
0 

sin 

k' 

~ 
2 2 

,~, tan p cos 2Vi 
't' • l + --=-==-.-I..-.;;;.:;..:::..-....;=.;t;__2 

(l + sin 21JJ cos b.) 

n sin <P tan <P sin 21JJ sin b. 
0 = l + sin 2Vi cos b. 

0 = nkw 
27f 

2 - k2 E = n 

penetration depth = c 

2wk.' 

(27) 

(28) 

sin
2 

¢)] (25) 

sin2 ¢.) J (26) 

From ( 12) ( 15 ) 
( 16) ( 25) and 
(26) 

From (12) (15) 
(16) (25) and 

(26) 

( 47) 2 

( 48)
2 

( 49)
2 



Name 

c 

PI 

WAVEL 

OMEGA 

PHI 

PHID 

DEL 

DELD 

PSI 

PSID 

D 

E 

TN,N 

TK,K 

TNP 

TKP 

TNO 

SIGMA 

EPSILON 

PD 
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2. Variables Employed in the Program 

c 

7T 

A 
0 

w 

<P 

<P 

1::, 

1::, 

1/J 

1/J 

D 

E 

n 

k 

n' 

k' 

n 
0 

a 

Symbol 

(radians) 

(degrees) 

(radians) 

(degrees) 

(radians) 

(degrees) 

Description 

speed of light in vacuum 

ratio of circumference to diameter of circle 

vacuum wavelength 

angular frequency 

angle of incidence 

angle of incidence 

relative phase change 

relative phase change 

arctangent of relative amplitude attenuation 

arctangent of relative amplitude attenuation 

intermedate variable 

intermedate variable 

real part of complex index of refraction 

index of extinction 

ratio of phase velocity of light in metal 

to that in vacuum 

alternate index of extinction 

refractive index of transparent incident 

medium 

electrical conductivity 

dielectric constant 

penetration depth 
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3. Input Data for Program "AXCON" 

The input data for the program AXCON are punched on cards as illus-

trated below 

Card Col. 1 Col. 11 Col. 21 

1 Title and comments (up to 80 columns) 

2 n .A. (Ew.d field may be used) 
0 0 

3 ¢1 ·D, 
1 "ljil 

4 ¢2 i:.2 "lji2 

5 ¢3 b.3 "lji3 

etc. 

The first card is a title card and is printed verbatim at the head 

of the output. The second card should contain the refractive index of 

the transparent incident medium between columns 1 and 10 and the wave-

length of the light used between columns 11 and 20. The cards that 

follow contain b. and "lji at verious angles of incidence ¢. There is no 

limit to the number of data cards that may be used. The last card must 

be followed by a blank card. 

The calculated penetration depth will have unit similar to that 

of the input vacuum wavelength. If the wavelength is given in em, then 

the penetration depth will also be given in centimeters and the other 

dimensional constants will be in gaussian units. 

The program, together with a sample of output, is reproduced on the 

following pages. 
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PROGR/\\1 1\XCO"l (INPUT ,QI.JTP'.JT l 
C THIS PROGRAM FINDS TH~ METAL OPTICAL CONSTANTS N AND KAPPA WHICH 
C APPEAR IN TH~ COMPLEX IND~X OF REFRACTION, THE CREAL) RATIO OF 
C PHASE VELOCfTIES N PRIME, THE PARAMETER K!\PPA PRIME, THE (REALl 
C ELECTRICAL CO~DUCTIVITY SIGMA, THE CR£ALl DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 
C EPSILON, AND TH~ ABSORPTIO~ CO~FFICIENT ALPHA AT WAVELENGTH OF 
C 5461 1\NGSTRO~S. 

~IM~NSION TITLE (8) 
READ 5, TITLe 
PRINT 6t T-ITLE 

1 FORMAT (////1X,5HTNO =,F}J.5,2Xt7~WAVEL =,E10.3) 
2 FORMAT (//2X, 107H P~ID PSID DELD N N PRIME 

C ~ K PRIME SIGMA EPSILON ~EN. DEPTH) 
3 FORMAT C7F10.~, lX, 3CE11.4• 2Xll 
4 FOR'v1AT C3F10o5l 
5 FQR,,;,AT ( 81\10 l 
6 FOR'v1AT C1Hlo///BA10l 
9 FORMAT (FlOo5tElO.ll 

READ 9, TNOtWAVEL 
PRINT l• TNOt WAVEL 
PRINT 2 
C = 2o99776 
PI = 3ol4159:U 
OMEGA = 2.0*PI*C/WAVEL 

100 REA~ 4, PHID,DELD,PSID 
IF CP~ID~EQ.OoOl GO TO 400 

110 DEL = DELD*Oo01745329252 
PSI = PSID*0o01745329252 
PHI PHID*Oo01745329252 

21 SP~ = SIN(P~I l 
SP'i~ = SPH*SPH 
CPH = COS ( P•~ l ) 
TPH = SP11/CP~ 
SD = SI"l(DELl 
CD = COSCOELl 
S T P S = S I N C 2 • 0 *P S I l 
CTPS = COSC2oO*DSll 
D = +SPH*TPH*CTPS/(1o0 + CD*STPSl 
DSQ = D*D 
E = +SPH*TPH*SD*STPS/C1o0 + CD*STPS) 
ESQ = E*E 
F = DSQ - ES0 + S 0 ~*SP'i 
TNSO = Oo5*CSQRTCF•F+4.0~DS~*ESQ) + Fl*TN0**2 
IF CTNSQ) 150, 1'J2, 152 

150 TN = 0.0 
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GO TO 154 
1~2 TN = S~RT(T~SQl 
154 TKSQ = TNO*JN0/2o*(SQRT(F*F+4o0*DSO*ESQl-Fl 

IF (TKSQ) lS6t 158, 158 
156 TK = OoO 

GO TO 160 
158 TK = S~RT(TKSQ) 
160 TNP = SPH*SORT(loO + (TP~**2*CTPS**2l/( (1.0 + STPS*CDl**2ll*TNO 

TKP = (T\JO*.SPH*TPH*STPS*~Dl/(loO + STPS*CDl 
SIG~A = TN*TK*OMEGA/(2.0•Pil 
~PStLON = TNSQ - TKSQ 
PD=(/(2o0*0~FGA*TKPl 
PRINT ~' PHI~tPSID,DELDtTN,TNPtTKtTKP,SIGMAtEPSILON,PD 
GO TO 100 

400 C0NT INU=: 
END 



PlOGPA~ IXCJN -- SA~PLE JUTPUT ISILVFRI 

TNn = 1.00:/u() ~~VEL = ~.46lE-05 

PHIO P51D DELD N N PRIME K 
? • Nl()QI) 44.9:]91) 179.96'52(' .20 7 03 • 20994 4.("('221 

4o.oonnn 44.~355) 1~4.86780 .19999 .67244 4 .1)00f'll 
45.nl)noo 44.5317l 1~('.2934~ .19997 • 73402 ~.99999 

-- sr- .noooo 44.4114) 154.783A~ .1Cl999 .79083 3.Cl9999 
70.0('()0(' 43.7734) 115.79420 .19999 .95965 3.99999 
75.00000 43.6593) 97.62860 .20000 • 98530 3.99999 
811.00"01' 43.71)2) 72.86210 ol9CI99 1.00377 3.99998 

' 

K PR I~ E SIGMA EPSILON PEN. DEPTH 
4.M236 4.5483E+04 -l.5975E+Ol l.0658E-06 
4.05120 4o3914E+04 -1~5960E+01 1.0727E-06 
4.06186 4.3909E+04 -1.5960E+01 1.0699E-06 
4.07251 4.3913E+04 -1.5960E+Ol 1.0671E-06 
4.10864 4.3914E+04 -1.5960E+01 l.0577E-06 
4.11470 4.3916E+04 -1.5960E+Ol 1.0561E-06 
4.11915 4.3913E+04 -1.5960E+Ol l.0550E-06 

I 
\() 

w 
I 

c. 

,... 
"-

f'..._,r,_ ... 

" ·~;"':,, 

(J~ 

,_,_ 

.. , 

1~\... 
"r.or.':.'l;o, 

10: 
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C. · FORTRAN 'IV . Computer . Program "MER,; 

This program computes the parameters ljJ, !::,, cs, cSP; Rs and ~ for 

metallic ..!:_eflection from given values of n, k and cp. 

A2 = 

B2 = 

1 
2 

2 n 
0 

1 
2 

2 n 
0 

R 
J? 

1. Equations Used in the Program 

[~(n2- k2- 2 
sin 2 2 . 2 2 . 2 2 

n cp) + 4n k + (n - k -
0 

[ lCn2 
- k

2 
-

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 n sin cp) + 4n k - (n - k -
0 

= R s 

(Positive square root gives A and B) 

2A ~ + 
2 cos cos ~ A2 + B2 -

R = 2 s A2 + B2 + 2A cos cp + cos 

~ A2 

A2 

+ B2 

+ B2 + 

tan cS 
s 

2A sin ~tan cp + sin 2 

2A sin cf>.tan cp + sin 
2 

2B cos cp . - - ~~~~~~~-
2 2 2 

A + B - cos cp 

1 
cp 

~ tan 

cp tan 

tan cS 
p = 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 A + B - 1/n (n + k ) cos cp 

0 

tan !::, = 
A2 B2 . 2 ~ t 2 ~ + - sln 'I'· .an 'I' 

. 2B sin cp tan ~ 

2 2 

2 

2 

2 A2 + B2 - 2A sin ~ tan ~ + sin ~tan cp 
tan ljJ = = 

A2 + B2 + 2 2 
2A sih cp tan cp + sin cp tan cp 

2 si~ ct>)] h 
0 

(19) 

2 sin2 ct>)] n 
0 

(20) 

(17) 

~ (18) 
cp 

(23) 

(24) 

(21) 

R 2 
~ . 2 
R 

(22) 

s 



(l . 
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2. Variables Employed in the Program 

Name 

TNO 

TN 

TK 

A 

B 

RS 

RP 

PHID 

PHI 

DELD 

DEL 

n 
0 

n 

k 

A 

B 

R 
s 

R 
p 

Symbol 

<P (degrees) 

<P (radians) 

6. (degrees) 

6. (radians) 

TAND tan 6. 

DELP 

DELPD 

DELS 

DE LSD 

TANDP 

TANDS 

PSID 

PSI 

TAPS I 

op (radians) 

op (degrees) 

os (radians) 

o s (degrees) 

tan op 

tan Os 

1}J (degrees) 

1}J (radians) 

tan 1}J 

Description 

refractive index of transparent 
incident medium 

real part of the complex refractive 
index of metal 

index of extinction 

intermediate variable 

intermediate variable 

modulus of the complex Fresnel 
reflection coefficient for the s 
polarization 

modulus of the complex Fresnel 
reflection coefficient for the p 
polarization 

angle of incidence 

angle of incidence 

relative phase change o - o p s 

relative phase change 

"absolute" phase change with 
respect to incident wave (p 
polarization) 

II " 
"absolute" phase change with 
respect to incident wave (s 
polarization) · 

II 

arctangent of relative amplitude 
attenuation 

,, 
" 

relative amplitude attenuation of 
p to s polarization 
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3. Input Data for Program "MER" 

The input data for the program MER are punched on cards as illus

trated below 

Card Col. 1 Col. 11 Col. 21 Col. 31 Col. 41 Col. .51 .Col. 61 

1 Title and comments (up to 80 columns may be used) 

2 n 
0 

3 n k 

4 cpl ¢2 ¢3 ¢4 ¢5 ¢6 

Card 1 is printed verbatim on the first page of the printout. 

Cards 2, 3 and 4 constitute a set of input data. Any number of sets 

may follow the first one. The last set of cards must be followed by 

a blank card. 

The program together with a sample output is reproduced on the 

following pages. 

¢7 



,. . 

PROGRI\M MER ( INPUT.OUTPUT) 
C MFR ~FTALLIC REFLECTIO~ 
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/ • 

DI1.1ENSION PHI!7ltPH!D(7),i\SQ(7ltA(7l•gSQ(7)to(7l•RPSQ(7lt 
CR P ( 7) , R S SQ ( 7 l , R S ( 7) , TAN D ( 7 l 'DEl ( 7) 'DEl D ( 7 l , T 1\NDS ( 7 l , DEL S ( 7 l , 
CDELSD(7ltTAN~P(7ltDELP(7l•OELPD(7ltTAPSI(7!tPS!(7ltPS!D(7) 

DIM~NSION TTTLF (8) 
1 FOR"-11\T (81\101 
2 FORMAT (2FlO.r)) 
'3 FOR"''AT (/Ill 
4 FORMAT (7Fl0o0l 
5 FOR"''I\T (/48X,4HTN =•F7.4,10X,4HTK =,F7.4l 
6 FORMAT (///5X,4HPHID,8Xtlrli\,9X•lH6,8X,ZHRS,8X,2HRPt7X,5HTANDSt5X, 
X5HTI\NDPt5Xo4HTANDt5Xt5HTAPSI,5Xt5HDELSDt5Xt5HDELPDt5Xt4HDEL~, 7Xt 
X4HPc.IO/(lH •l1F10o5ll 

7FOR"-11\T (1H1l 
8 FORMAT (lHlt ////8Al0) 

10 FORMI\T !59X,5HTNO =tF7.4) 
11 FORI.1AT !Fl0.5) 

9 REAl) 1, TITL~ 

PRI~T 8t TlTLf:: 
N = I') 

~0 RF..<\n ll, TNO 
IF(TNO.FQ.O.Ol GO TO 310 
RE:AD 2, T~ , TK 
N = N + 1 
IF (Nof:Q.4l GO TO 40 
GO TO 50 

40 PRINT 7 
N = 1 

50 CONTINUE 
READ 4t (PH!D(M)tM=1t7) 
DO 100 M=1•7 
PHI(M)=PH!~(Ml*0•0174512q252 

100 CONTI NtJE: 
DO 200 M=1•7 
SX=SIN (PH!(Mll 
cx=cos (PH!(Mll 
TX=SX/CX 
TE:MPl = TN**~-TK**2-TN0**2*SX**2 
TF.MP2=TFMP1**2+4.0*TN**2*TK**2 
ASQ(M) :: (SQRT(TEMP2l+TFMPl)/(2.0*TN0**2) 
!F(ASQ(M)lllOtl12tl12 

110 A(M)=O 
GO TO 114 

112 A(M)=SQRT (ASQ(M)) 
114 BSQ!Ml = (SQRT(TFMP2l-TEMP1)/(2.0*T~0**2l 

IF(RSQ(M) )116tl18tl18 
116 13(Ml=O 

GO TO 120 
118 R(Ml=SQRT (RSQ(Mll 
1~0 RSSQ(Ml=!ASQ(M!+BSQ(M)-2.J*A(Ml*CX+CX*CXl/(ASQ(Ml+8SQ(M)+2•0*A!Ml 

. C*CX+CX*CXl 

., lF(RSS()!.Ml 1122.124.124 
122 RS(M)::!) 

GO TO 126 
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124 RS(M1= .SQRT CRSSQ(Ml) 
126 RPSQ(Ml=RSSQCMl*CASQCMJ+RSQCMJ-2oO*A(Ml*SX*TX+SX*SX*TX*TX1/CASQCMl 

C+RSQ1~l+2.0*ACMJ*SX•TX+SX*SX*TX*TXl 
IFCRPSQ(Ml !128,130.130 

128 RPCMl=O 
GO TO 13?. 

130 RP(Ml= SQRT CRPSQ(Ml) 
132 TEMP1=2oO*BCMl*CX 

TEMDZ=ASQCMl+RSQCMl-CX*CX 
TAN~S(Ml=-T~MP1/T~MP2 
DELSCMl = ATAN C-TFMP1/TEMP2) 
DELS~(M)=DELS(M)/Oo01745329252 

TFC~ELSDP-1ll 133o 131o 134 
133 DELSDCMl = ~FLSDCMl + 180o0 
134 CON Tt NUE 

TEMP3=2•0*BCMl*CX*CASQ(MJ+aSQCMl-SX*SXl 
TEMP4=CASQCM)+RSQ(M) )-( Ct.O/TN0**4l*CTN**2+TK**2l**2*CX**2l 
TAN~PCMl=+T~MP3/TEMP4 

TEMP5=2•0*BCMl*SX*TX 
TEMP6=ASQCMl+RSQ(MJ-SX*SX*TX*TX 
TANnCMl=-TEMP5/TEMP6 
DFLCM) = ATAN C-TFMP5/TEMP6l 
DELDCMJ=DFLCM)/0.01745329252 
IFCDFLD(Ml l 136, 135, 135 

116 DEL~(Ml = DELD(Ml + 180o0 
135 CONTINIJE 

DELPDCMl = DELSDCMJ + DELDCM) 
TAPSICMI=RPCMl/RSCMl 
PSICMl=ATAN (TAPSICMl l 
PSTDCMl~PSICMl/0.01745329252 

200 CONTINIJE 
DRINT to, TN() 
PRI"lT 5o TNt TK 
P R I NT 6 , ( P H I D ( M ) • A ( M ) t3 ( M l , R S ( ,_, ) • R P C ivl l • TAN D S ( M l , TAN D P ( M l , TAN D ( 1M l 

XoTAPSICMloDELSDCMloDELPDCMloDELDCM)oPSIDCMloM=1o7l 
250 PRINT 3 
300 GO TO 20 
310 CONTINUE 

END 

. - .... 
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DR~GQA"' "CR -- SAMPL.: r'UTPUT 
H/fJ = 1.0000 

TN .1000 TK . .2000 

PH HI OS RP TANOS TANOP TANO TAPS I DEL SO DEL PO OeLO PSIO 
2 .Or'J'1D .~'988" • 20241 • R2661 • 82269 .426 79 .41535 -.00972 .99527 23.11252 202.55536 179. o\4283 o\o\o 861t0oft 

40. ()0000 0 ,:3"('1 .6h639 • 95639 .91520 7.19770 .07321 -4.66590 .95693 82.09031t 184.,8702 102.09668 43. 7392~ 
45. ("1('\Q(i('J • Pi'74 'j • 7?):151 .96304 .9.2745 -:u. 1oozo .06122 -32.70020 .96304 91.75161 183.50322 91.75161 43.92150 
<;. )o '1"nC'In .f 2545 • 7H"i7<'J .96~76 .93823 -4.92'H4 .05123 6.662}8 .96848 101.468Zit 182.93283 81.46459 04.08268 
7" .ooc-no • 02119~ .Q"i575 .9~621 .97225 -. 32037 .02209 • 85802 • 98584 llt0.6351t5 181.26572 40.63027 01\o\.59159 
7'i. noonn • 1:2(~38 .<1'3154 • 9AQ~ 2 • 97946 -.56652 .01625 • 58Ul9 .9895'3 150.4676GI 180.93125 30.46)56 ..... 69850 
AI) .f)f"()(!!J .1)~11('1() .1.\•11(11.? • ')q)2d • Q8642 - •. l5790 .01069 • 37031 .9930Q 160.30772 180.61258 20.30~86 44.80123 

TNO 1.0000 

TN . l.O•JOtJ TK . .3ooo 

PHTO RS RP TANOS TANOP TANO TAPS I OELSO DELPO OHO PSIO 
2 .-1onr:r, .~?Q944 • 30017 .14A51 .l"t-817 -6.65145 -6.6819A - .. 00067 .99777 98 .. 54999 278.51150 17'9. 96151 44.9)591 

4J .')(o'J(I') • 798t 9 .37'561 .23430 .076q5 -2.99458 2.S73q1 -.83015 • 32843 108.46603 2 ... 8. 76813 l'o0.30210 18.18158 
4'5. 01')000 • '75389 .39794 .26461 .07002 -z.4e237 .96176 -2.1t8237· .26461 1U.9·U59 223.88318 111.9~159 14.82126 
~').000110 • 7i'H37'6 .47.328 • 30247 .08481 -2.02797 .27029 5.08612 .28039 116.24814 195•12490 78.87675 15.66320 
70.·lf)")MJ • 5'l01 7 .~3')5'5 • '55117 • 36166 -. 75748 -.22412 • 45595 • 65616 142.85686 167.36757 24.51071 3]. 27112 
75. 0000·"'1 • "i'H32 • 5'5833 .6416" .47865 -.51t177 -.18454 .)2477 .74598 151. 552..,1 169 .. 54445 17. 9920~ 36.72232 
BO.ff)0011 • 52112 .5756/l .74524 • 61928 -. 34<H3 -.12933 .21~21 .e3097 160.759olt-6" 172.63090 11.871~4 39.72565 

TNO = 1.0000 

·TN = .2()00 TK 4.0000 

PHIO A R OS F.P TANDS TANDP TANO TAPSI DEL SO DEL PO OELD PSIO 
z .oooc-r. • 19099 4 o00015 .976fH • 971;.78 -. ';3153 -.532:30 -.00061 .99997 152: .00823 331.97341 179.96517 04.99913 

41.00000 o19747 4 .C511q • 9A240 • q6998 -.39124 -o73995 -.27042 • 98736 158 .. 6325) 323.50027 l61t.86776 4 .... 63549 
4'5.0(']0{)() 0 }969'i 4.C6187 .9A378 .96783 -.35818 -.82179 -.35818 .98378 160.29346 320.58691 160. 2931t6 lt4o5316lt 
5o') .f}(I0(H) • l Q644 4 o(o72. 52 • 98529 .96525 -.·32297 - .. 93627 -.lt7ol91 .. 97966 162.10136 316.88522 154.78386 ... 41137 
7fl.I"J00iJ('. • 10471 4.101364 •. 902?1 .95078 -.16727 -3.42013 -2 .. 06913 • 95824 170.50396 286.29823 115.79427 43.77837 
75. ('o0QOf'! • 19442 4.11471 • 99411 .. 94864 -. 1..2t~02-128 .40848 -7.46613 .95426 172.81749 270.~lt619 97.62870 .. 3.65932 
BO.I"H)O~rJ • }9421 4.11Ql7 .09i:-0') • 95218 -.'l8427 2.48071 3. 24296 .GI5596 175.1828(} 248.04513 72.86233 lt3. 71013 

TNO • lo 5~00 

TN c 1.51'00 TK • .300J 

PHIO " •s RP TANOS TANOP TANO TAPS! DtlSD OELPO OELO PSIO 
2-00C.Nl • qqq41 .20012 • 09962 .09939 -9.97637 -10.02379 -.00011!-7 .. 99766 95.72403 '275. 69713 179.97310 ... 93283 

40.1101)1)0 • 7~241 .25562 .16321 .04276 -4.31868 2.41879 -.71326 • 26200 103.03721 2lt7.53834 1 ... 50113 14.68159 
45 .. onoo!" .73130 .2734CI .unsz .. 03516 -3.!'2923 .61616 -3.52923 .18752 1,()5 .. 81996 211.63991 105.81996 10.62050 
s ). JQ!)('() • 67R32 .29485 .21940 .05108 -2.EJ3146 -.15054 1. 87969 • 23284 109.45196 t7l.lt3893 61.98696 13.10694 . 
7.,.00000 .4921 ("! .. 40642 • 46693 .32059 - .. 95746 -.4 7093 .33533 o68658 136.24488 154.78285 18.53797 3 •• <7286 
75 .OOflr:'lt:' • 4to255 .432 3q .56833 .44072 -.67028 -.36259 .24753 • 77547 146.16682 160.06966 13.9028~ 37.79256 
Af'l.t)DOI'O • 44174 .45275 .6BR71 .58837 -.42501 -.24376 .. 16423 .85430 156.97415 166.30082 9.32667 40.50731 

TNO "" 1·.5000 

TN .3!"00 TK = 4.0000 

PHIO A B •s .p TANOS TANDP TANO TAPS l OELSD OELPD OELD PSI 0 
~. oonco • 1qqcn~ 2.6668CI • 95211 .95"204 -. 86026 -.86785 - .. 00091 • 99993 13Q.09904 319.04697 179.94793 04.99805 

4J .ooocn .. 19446 2.74264 .96407 • 93865 -.60260 -1.33770 -.40701 .97363 148 .. 92689 306. 78004' 157.85316 44.23o\-46 
45.0000(' • 19335 ·z.75fl35 • 96698 .93504 -.54589 -1.55526 - .. 54589 • 96698 151 ~37012 302. 71t024 151.37012 ... 03817 
5().0!'000 .19226 2.77397 • 97010 ·.93112 -. 487 27 -1.90190 -. 73lt21 .. 95982 154.02162 297.73498 143.71336 43.82554 
7('1.00('11')(' • lfi868 2.82661 • 98427 .92102 -.24449 6 •. 75863 -10. 734J9 .93574 166 .. 26126 261.58364 95.32238 43.09873 
7<i o\IOOO('l .18810 2. 8:\540 .9AA11 .92643 -.18328 2.2'5460 4.15474 .93758 169.61393 246.08088 76.46695 43.15485 
8<1. OOOCl~ o 1A71)7 2.84186 .99203 .94046 -.12213 1.07293 1. 37527 .94801 173.03691 227.01492 53.97801 ltl.47l34 

TNU . 1.5000 

TN • 1.500ll TK • .4500 

PI·HO A " RS RP TANDS . TANDP TANO TAPS I DEL SO OELPO OELO PSIO 
? • OOI)OfJ .99'?44 .. 30017 .14851 .14817 -6.b~l45 -6.68198 -.00067 • 99777 98.54999 278. 5115J 179.96151 ~4.93591 

4:l.OIJ0011 • 79869: • 37561 .23430 .07695 -2.q945R 2.57391 -.83015 .32843 '108.46003 248.76813 140. 30210 18.18158 
45 .00000 • 7~1fl9 • 39794 .26461 .07002 -2.1t8237 • 96176 -2.1t8237 .26461 111.'94159 223.88318 111.94159 14.82126 
'5o. 0001"1_0 • 7f\R76 .42:\2R 0 30247 .084A 1 -2.027Q7 • 27029 5.08612 .28039 116 .. 248l't 195.12490 78.87675 15.66320 
10 • .,oor1n • 56017 .')3')')'> • 55111 • 36166 -. 7571tR -.21412 .lt5595 .65616 142.85686 167.36757 2'. 51071 33.27112 
7 ... 001)0':' .~n:q .5~H 3) ob'tHo4 .'t711"'5 - .. !>'t1 77 -.1A454 .)2477 • 74~9A 151.552-H 169., .. ,. .. 5 17.99204 36.72232 
AI). [')()0()0 • ~1112 • 57''i, ~~ 4 '/lo">'}4 .61 <)2A -.~ftC)(\, -.12933 .noz1 .a ~097 160. 75Q .. t) 172. 6)090 11.87lit4 n. 72565 
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D. FORTRAN IV Computer Program "LAYER" 

The program "LAYER" finds the thickness and complex refractive 

index of a single, absorbing film on an absorbing substrate. It does 

so by systematically combining all prescribed values of film thickness 

L and refractive index nf - ikf and calculating the ~ and ~ for each com

bination. Whenever a particular combination of L, nf and kf yields 

agreement with the experimentally determined quantities ~ and ~within 

a specified error £~ and £~, this combination appears in the output 

as a solution. 

l. Equations Evaluated b~ the ProBram 

~~ = ~1 
2 sin 2 ¢ n 

0 cos - 2 
n em 

= ~1 
2 2 

¢ n sin 
¢' 0 cos 2 

ncf 

n cos ¢ - ncf cos ¢' 
0 r = 

ls ¢ .+ ¢' n cos ncf cos 
0 

ncf cos ¢ - n cos ¢' 
r 0 = 

lp 
ncf cos ¢ + n cos ¢' 

0 

n . cos ¢' - n cos ¢' cf. em m . r = 
2s ¢' + n ¢' ncf cos cos 

em m 

n cos ¢' - n cos ¢' em cf m r = 
2p 

n cos ¢' + ncf cos ¢' em m 

(38) 

(33) 

(34) 

( 35) . 

(36) 
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d 4nL = -:\- n cf 
cos ¢' (31) 

0 

r + r -id 
ls 2s e 

r = s l + r r. -id 
ls 2s e 

(29)* 

rl + r2 
-id e 

r = E l2 
p l + -id 

rlpr 2p e 
(30)* 

r 
p =_l?.. 

r 
( 3) 

s 

tan ~ = Im(p)/Re(p) from (6) 

from (6) 

-1 ) ~ = tan (tan ~ 

~ = tan-l (tan~) 

2. Variables Used in the Program 

a. Real Quantities 

Name S~bol 

DELM ~ (measured) 

DELC ~ (calculated) 

DTN onf 

DTNK okf 

DT oL 

Descri;Etion 

relative phase change (degrees) 

relative phase change (degrees) 

iteration increment of film refractive 
index nf 

iteration increment of index of 
extinction of film 

iteration increment of film thickness L 

* id No error arises from dropping the common phase factor e 0 appearing 
in Eqs . ( 29) and ( 30) . 



Name Symbol 

EPSIM 
E:lJI 

ED ELM E:/::,. 

PHil cp (degrees) 

PHI cp (radians) 

PSIM 1Ji (measured) 

PSIC \jJ (calculated) 

TNl n 
0 

'rNS n 
m 

TNKS k 
m 

TNI nfi 

TN nf 

TNM nfm 

TNKI kfi 

TNK kf 

TNKM .kfm 

TI L. 
l 

T L 

TM L 
m 

WL A 
0 
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Description 

specified experimental error in \jJ 
(degrees) 

specified experimental error in 6 
(degrees) 

angle of incidence 

angle of incidence 

arctangent of relative amplitude 
attenuation (degrees) 

arctangent of relative amplitude 
attenuation (degrees) 

refractive index of incident medium 

refractive index of substrate 

index of extinction of substrate 

lower limit of iteration span of film 
index nf 

refractive index of film 

upper limit of iteration span of 
film index nf 

lower limit of iteration span of kf 
of film 

index of extinction of film 

upper limit of iteration' span of kf 
of film 

lower limit of iteration span for 
film thickness L 

film thickness (units as for A ) 
0 

upper limit of iteration span of 
film thickness 

vacumn wavelength ( ~'.!li ts as for A , 
) 

. 0 
preferably in angstroms 

• 

. . 



b. 

u 

Complex 

Name 

CPHI2 

CPHI3 

D 

RlS 

RlP 

R2S 

R2P 

RS 

RP 

Quantities 

cos ~· 

cos 

id 

rls 

r 
s 

r 
p 

~· m 

SYJllbOl 

::;, f). 
;, 
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Description 

complex cosine of complex angle of 
refraction in film 

complex cosine of complex angle of 
refraction in substrate 

complex optical path length 

Fresnel reflection coefficient at film
air (or incident medium) interface. 
(For polarization normal to plane of 
incidence) 

Fresnel reflection coefficient at film
air (or incident medium) interface. 
(For polarization parallel to plane of 
incidence) 

Fresnel reflection coefficient at metal
film interface (normal polarization) 

Fresnel reflection coefficient at metal
film interface (parallel polarization) 

overall reflection coefficient for 
polarization normal to plane of incidence. 

overall reflection coefficient for 
polarization parallel to plane of incidence. 

RHO it:. p::r /r =tan 1jJ e 
p s 

TN3 n - ik 
m m 

complex refractive index of substrate 

TN2 complex refractive index of film 

3. Fortran Functions Used in the Program 

Name EValuates Converts 

I 
CSQRT (C) rc complex to complex 

CEXP (C) 
c 

complex to complex e 

CABS (C) !c I complex to real 

AIMAG (C) finds the imaginary part complex to real 
of C 

REAL (C) finds the real part of C complex to real 

COS (X) cos X real to real 
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Name Evaluates Converts 

SIN (X) sin X real to real 

ATAN (X) tan-l X real to real 

ATAN2 (X ,Y) tan -1 (x/y) real to real 

ABS (X) I xi real to real 

CMPLX (A,B) constructs A+ iB from A,B real to complex 

Where C is complex, A, B, X, Y are real 

4. Input Format for Program "LAYER" 

Card CoL ·1 Col. 10 Col. 20 Col. 30 

12 } Title and coliJ1llents (up to 80 columns each) 

3 k n >. n 
0 0 

4 nfi onf 

(initial) (increment) 

L. oL 
]. 

5 
(initial) {increment) 

6 cp l/1 

m 

nfm 
(final) 

L 
m 

(final) 

8, 

m 

kfi 
(initial) 

Col. 4o Col. 50 

Okf kf'm 

(increment) (final) 

These six cards constitute a set. Any number of sets may follow. 

Three blank cards must follow the last set of data. Cards l and 2 of each 

set may contain any comments (or none at all) as desired. Their contents 

appear printed verbatim at the head of the output. 

This program can be used to calculate theoretical values of 8, 

and l/1, with changes in film thickness or with different film constants, 

by punching numbers greater than (or equal to) 90 for £\/J and a number 

greater than (or equal.to) 360 for £8,. Entries for l/1 arid 8, can be blank 

or any values such as 0.0. 

The program, together with a sample of output, is reproduced on 

the followine; pages. 
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PROGRA'-'1 LAYER IINPUTtOUTPIJTl 
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES TrlE THICKNESS AND CO~PLEX REFRACTIVE 
C INDEX OF A SINGLE ABSORBING FILM ON AN ABSORBING SUBSTRATE 

COMPL~X TN2t TN3, c_PHI2t CPHI3t RlS• iHP, 1~2S, R2P, D, RS, RP, RHO 
Dl"1ENSION TITLE (8lt' R.ANGE (81 

1 REAQ 2t yiTLE,RANG~ 
2 FORMAT 18Al0/8A1Ql 
3 PRINT 4, TITLE,RANGE 
4 FOR"1AT (lHlt 8Al0//8Al0l 
5 REAn 9, TNl•WLoTNSoTNKS 

IF ITNll 300o, 3000o 6 
6 READ lOt TNioDTNoTNM,TNKI•DTNKtTNKM 
7 REA~ llo Tlo~ToTM 
8 REA~ 12o PHil,PSIMoDELMoFPSIMoEDELM 
9 FORMAT (F9.0, 3FlO.Ol 

10 FORMAT IF9.0, 5"'10.01 
11 FORI-.<1AT (F9.0, 2Fl0o0l 
12 FORMAT (F9.0, 4FlO.nl 
13 FORMAT llHO,t6HPHI = oF5.2olOXo4HN = oF7.4o lOXo 13HWAVELENGTH = , 

C F5.0o llH ANGSHWMS//33rl REFI~ACTIVE INDEX OF SUBSTRATE = , F7.4o 
C 2Xt 4H- I; F7o4l 

14 FORMAT llHO, 27HREFRACTIVE INDEX OF FILM= , F7.4, 2Xo 
C 4H- It F7o4//18H FILM THICKNESS , F7.2• lOH ANGSTROMS, 
C //BH PSIC = , Fl0.5o lOX• 7HDELC = 
C //BH PSII-.<1 = , Fl0.5, lOX• 7HDELM = 

15 FORMAT (lHO, 7HPSIM = , Fl0.5,lOX, 
CION WITHIN GIVEN LIMITS) 

M = 1 
PHI = OoOl745329252*PHil 
CP = COS I PH I I 
SP = SINIPHII 
TN3 = CMPLXITNS,-TNKSI 

, Fl0.5o 
, Fl0o5l 
7HDELM = , Fl0.5//32H NO SOLUT 

CPHI3 = CSQRTiloO- TN1**2*SP**2/ITN3**2ll 
TN = TNI 

20 TNK = TNKI 
30 T = TI 

100 TN2 = CMPLXITNo-TNKl 
CPHI? = CSQRTil.O- TN1**2*SP**2/ITN2••zl I 
RlS = ITNl*CP- TN2*CPHI21/ITN1*CP + TN2*CPHI2l 
RlP =-ITN1*CPHI2 - TN2*CPl/ITNl*CPHI2 + TN2*CPI 
RZS = ITN2*CPHI2- TN3•CPHI3l/ITNZ*CPHI2 + TN3*CPHI3l 
R2P =-ITN2*CPrll3 - TN3•CPrli2l/ITN2*CPHI3 + TN3*CPHI2) 
D = IOoOtlo0l*(4.0*3o1415927*T/WLl*TN2*CPHI2 
RS= IRlS + RZS*CEXP(-0) l/(1.0 + RlS*RZS*CEXPI-Dl) 
RP = (R1P + R2P*CEXPI-Dll/llo0 + R1P*R2P*CEXP(-Dl I 
RHO = RP/RS 
PSIC = ATANICABSIRHO) )/0.01745329252 
DELC = ATAN2(AIMAG(RHOI, REAL<RrlO)l/Oo01745329252 
IF (I")ELCI 140.140tl50 

140 DELC = DELC + 360.00 
·.150 IF <EPSIM - ABSIPSIC - PSIMI I 400, 200, 200 

200 IF (EJELM- ABS(DELC- DELMll 400, 300, 300 
300 PRINt 13o PHTl,TNloWLoTNS•TNKS 

PRINT 14o TN,TNK•ToPSICoDELCtPSIMoDELM 
M = 2 
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400 IFITM -Tl 600,600,~00 

500 T = T + DT 
GO TO 100 

6oo IF!TNK~- TNKl aoo.aoo,7oo 
700 TNK = TNK + DTNK 

GO TO '3') 
800 IF(TI\!1.1 - TN) 1000,101)0,900 
900 TN = TN + DTN 

GO TO 20 
1000 GO TO 12000, 11 M 
2000 DRINT 13, PHI1,TN1oWL,TNS,TNKS 

PRIIIIT 15, PS[M,DELM 
GO TO 1 

3000 CONTI NlJE 
END 
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SAMPLE OUTPUT -- PROGRAM LAYER 

TRANSPARENT FILM ON ABSORBING SUBSTRATE TANTALUM OXIDE ON TANTALUM 

PHI = 75.00 N = 1.0000 WAVELENGTH = 5461 ANGSTROMS 

REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SUBSTRATE = 3.5000 

REFRACTIVE INDEX OF FILM = 2.2600 O. 

FILM THICKNESS = o. 

PSIC 18.18686 

PSIM 18.18000 

ANGSTROMS 

OELC 

DELM 

104.82163 

104 .• 82000 

I 2.4000 

PHI : 75.00 N = 1.0000 WAVELENGTH = 5461 ANGSTROMS 

REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SUBSTRATE : 3.5000 

REFRACTIVE INDEX OF FILM = 2~2600 I o. 

FILM THICKNESS = 100.00 ANGSTROMS 

PSIC 

PSIM 

,23.96772 

18.38000 

OELC 

OELM 

79.89817 

104.82000 

I 2.4000 

PHI = 75.00 N = 1.0000 WAVELENGTH = 5461 ANGSTROMS 

REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SUBSTRATE = 3.5000 I 2 •. 4000 

REFRACTIVE INDEX OF FILM 2.2600 o. 
FilM THICKNESS : 200.00 ANGSTROMS 

PSIC = 28.77966 DELC 62.11156 

PSIM 18.38000 DELM 104.82000 

PHI = 75.00 N = 1.0000 WAVELENGTH = 5461 ANGSTROMS 

REFRACTIVE INDEX 
\ 

OF SUBSTRATE = 3.5000 I 2.4000 

REFRACTIVE INDEX OF FILM 2~2600 o. 

FILM THICKNESS = 300.00 ANGSTROMS 

PSIC 33.66301 OELC 48.156,83 

PSIM 18.38000 DELM = 104.82000 

PHI = 75.00 N = 1.0000 WAVELENGTH = 5461 ANGSTROMS 

REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SUBSTRATE = 3.5000 I 2.4000 

REFRACTIVE rNOEX OF FILM = 2.2600 o. 
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. I 

FILM THICKNESS = 400.00 ANGSTROMS 

PSIC = 40.23194 DELC 34.38292 

PSIM = 18.38000 DELM 104. 82000 

PH [ = 75.00 N = 1.0000 WAVELENGTH = 5461 ANGSTROMS 

REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SUBSTRATE = 3.5000 I 2.4000 .. 
REFRACTIVE INDEX OF FILM 2.2600 o. 

FILM THICKNESS = 500.00 ANGSTROMS 

PSIC = 48.60562 DELC 8.70889 

PSIM 18.38000 DELM 104.82000 

PHI = 75.00 N = 1.0000 WAVELENGTH = 5461 ANGSTROMS 

REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SUBSTRATE = 3.5000 I 2.4000 

REFRACTIVE INDEX OF FILM 2.2600 o. 

FILM THICKNESS = 600.00 ANGSTROMS 

PSIC 45.54824 DELC 330.96808 

PSIM 18.38000 DELM 104.82000 

PHI = 75.00 N = 1.0000 WAVELENGTH = 5461 ANGSTROMS 

REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SUBSTRATE = 3.5000 I 2.4000 

REFRACTIVE INDEX OF FILM 2.2600 o. 

FILM THICKNESS = 700.00 ANGSTROMS 

PSIC 36.58898 DELC 311.26812 

PSIM 18.38000 DELM 104.82000 

PHI = 75.00 N = 1.0000 WAVELENGTH = 5461 ANGSTROMS 

REFRACT! VE INDEX OF SUBSTRATE = 3 •. 5000 I 2.4000 

REFRACTIVE INDEX OF FILM 2.2600 o. 

FILM THICKNESS = aoo.oo ANGSTROMS 

PSH~· = 30.26527 DELC 297.05548 

PSIM 18.38000 DELM 104.82000 

PHI 75.00 N = 1.0000 WAVELENGTH 5461 ANGSTROMS 
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REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SUBSTRATE = 3.5000 I 2.4000 

REFRACTIVE INDEX OF FILM 2.2600 o. 

FILM THICKNESS = 900.00 ANGSTROMS 

PSIC 24.81020 OELC - 280.02744 

PSIM 18.38000 DELM 104.82000 

PHI = 75.00 N = 1.0000 WAVELENGTH = 5461 ANGSTROMS 

REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SUBSTRATE = 3.5000 I 2.4000 

REFRACTIVE INDEX OF FILM 2.2600 o. 

FILM THICKNESS = 1000.00 ANGSTROMS 

PSIC 19.10487 DELC 256.27882 

PSIM 18.38000 DELM 104.82000 
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E. FORTRAN IV Computer Program: "SFILM:" 

The program "SFILM:" employs a different iteration scheme from 

the program "LAYER" in that, rather than assuming a film thickness, 

this quantity is calculated from measured values of ~ and 6 with the 

assumed Caiillplex fl'lm 1' ndex n 1'k L1'ke the· program "LAYER", "SFILM" f - f' 

finds the thickness ~nd complex refractive index of a single, absorbing 

film on an absorbing substrate. It does so by making successive itera-

tions of film index and calculating L, 6, and ~ for each guess until 

agreement is reached with the experimentally determined quantities 6 

and~ (within specified error c.6 and£~). 

1. Equations Evaluated by the Program 

¢m'=~l- 2 
sin 

2 cp n 
cos 0 

(38) 2 
n em 

¢m'=~l 2 . 2 cp n s1n 
cos 0 

(37) 2. 
ncf 

n cos cp - n cos ¢' 0 cf 
rls = (33) 

n cos cp + ncf cos ¢' 0 

ncf cos cp - n cos cp• 

rlp = 0 
(34) 

ncf cos cp + n cos cp• 
0 

ncf cos cp ' - n cos cp• 

r2s 
em m 

(35) = 
ncf cos cp' + n cos cp• 

em m 
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n cos cf>' - n cos cf>' c:rn cf m 
r2 = p n cos cf>' + ncf cos cf>' c:rn m 

i~ 

p:rneas = tan ljJmeas e 
me as 

A = (pr1 - r 1 ) r 2 r 2 ' p s s p 

B = P(r
1 r 1. r 2 

+ r 2 ) - (r
1 

r
1 

r
2 

+ r
2 

) 
p s p s s p s p 

c = 

E =(-B ± X)/(2A) 
1,2 

L ---A-"o ___ [-tan -1( Im El,2) + i Log 
1,2 = Re E

1 2 4n ncf cos cp' , 

L = real part of 1
1 

or 12 , which ever has smaller imaginary part. 

d 4nL 
<P' = T n cos cf 

0 

+ r -id 
rls e 

2s r = s 1 + -id 
rls r2s e 

(36) 

(6) 

(50)* 

(51)* 

(52)* 

(53)* 

(54)* 

(31!) 

( 29)' 

* ' These equations are obtained by applying complex algebra to Eq. (3) 
with the help of Eqs. (29) , (30) , and · (31) , (Ref. 11, 12, 2) . A and B ori 
this page are intermediate variables for the evaluation of the film 
thickness. They are not related to A and B of Eqs. (19) and ( 20). 
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r -id + r e 
r = ~lp._ __ ~2~p~-----

p -id 
1 + r 2P r 1p e 

r 
p = _..£. 

r 
s 

tan ~ = Im(p)/Re(p) 

~ = tan-1 (tan ~) 

-1 
~· = tan (tan ~) 

(30 )* 

(3) 

from (6) 

from (6) 

2. Variables Used in the Program 

a. Real Quantities 

Name 

CDR 

DELC 

DEIM 

DN 

DNK 

EDEIM 

EPSIM 

ERROR 

p 

Symbol 

0.01745329252 

~ (calculated) 

~ (measured) 

A /4n 
·0 

Description 

conversion factor, degrees to radians 

relativephase change (degrees) 

relative phase Change (degrees) 

iteration increment of film refractive 
index nf 

interation increment of film index of 
extinction kf 

experimental error in ~ (degrees) 

experimental error in ~ (degrees) 

imaginary part of film thickness 

*Again, the common factor eido in Eqs. (29) and (30) is dropped without 
introducing any error. 



Name 

PHI 

PSIC 

PSIM 

N 

Nl 

NI 

NK 

NKI 

NM 

NKM 

NS 

NKS 

T 

WL 

Symbol 

1j.J (calculated) 

1j.J (measured) 

n 
0 

kf. . 1 

n 
m 

k 
m 

1 

A 
0 

b. Complex Variables 

Name 

A 

B 

c 

CPHI2 

CPHI3 

D 

Symbol 

A 

B 

c 

COS ¢I 

cos ¢' m 

-id· 

., 
.;~ :} 
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Description 

angle of incidence (degrees) 

arctangent of relative amplitude 
attenuation (degrees) 

II II 

real part of film complex refractive index 

refractive index of incident medium 

lower limit of iteration span of nf 
of film 

imaginary part of film complex 
refractive index 

lower limit of iteration span of kf 
of film 

upper limit of iteration span of nf 
of film 

upper limit of iteration span of kf 
of film 

real part of the complex refractive 
index of substrate 

index of extinction of substrate 

film thickness (same units as. A ) 
0 

vacuum wavelength (same units as 1, 
preferably in angstroms) 

Description 

intermediate variable 

intermediate variable 

intermediate variable 

cosine of complex angle of re
fraction in film 

cosine of complex angle of re
fraction in substrate 

complex optical path length 



Name 

El,E2 

I 

N2 

N3 

RlS 

RlP 

R2S 

R2P 

RS 

RP 

RHO 

RHOM 

Tl,T2 

-id 
e 

/-1 = 

n -f 

n m 

rls 

r 
2s 

r 
2p 

r p 

-

Symbol 

i 

ikf 

ik 
m 

ill 
p=r /rs=tan t/J e 
( ca~uciated) 

p=rp/rs=tan t/J ill 
(measured) 
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Description 

imaginary unit 

complex refractive index of film 

complex refractive index of 
substrate 

Fresnel reflection coefficient 
at film-air (or incident medium) 
interface for polarization normal 
to plane of incidence 

Fresnel reflection coefficient 
at film-air (or incident medium) 
interface for polarization para
llel to plane incidence 

Fresnel reflection coefficient 
at film-substrate interface for 
polarization normal to plane of 
incidence. 

Fresnel reflection coefficient 
at film-subst~ate interface for 
polarization parallel to plane 
of incidence. 

overall reflection coefficient 
for polarization normal to the 
plane of incidence 

overall reflection coefficient 
for polarization parallel to the 
plane of incidence 

complex relative amplitude· 
attenuation 

" " 

calculated complex film thickness 
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3. Fortran Functions Used in the Program 

See Appendix I-D Fortran Program "LAYER" 

·• 
4. Input Format for the Program "SFILM" 

Card Col. 1 Col. 10 Col. 20 Col. 30 Col. 4o Col. 50 

~ } Title and comments (up to 80 columns each) 

3. n A n k 
0 0 m m 

4. nfi onf n. 
fm kfi okf kfm 

(initial) (increment) (final) (initial) (increment) (final) 

5. ¢ 1jJ 1::. £1jJ £1::. 

These five cards constitute a set. Any number of sets may follow. 

Three blank cards must follow card 5 of the last set of data. All 

numbers punched on cards 3 through 5 should contain a decimal point 

and may be located anywhere in the field of column 1-9, 10-19, etc. 

A reproduction of the program SFILM appears after the next page,fol-

lowed by a sample output. The output also gives the calculated imaginary 

part of the film thickness. The set of output which gives the smallest 

imaginary part of the film thickness (ideally zero) is taken as the 

correct one. 

. -
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5. A Note To Program "SFILM" 

The program SFILM as it stands now is not very usefUl in calcu-

lating the film thickness from experimental values of W and ~. A few 

modifications are needed: 

1. The program should be prevented to calculate negative thicknesses. 

-id In evaluating the complex exponential e , the program will calculate 

a small negative film thickness rather than a correct large positive 

film thickness value. A scheme should be added to the program to con-

vert the calculated small negative film thickness to the correct large 

film thickness. 

2. The way that the input data are used now, the choice of the result 

with the smallest imaginary film thickness may not be absolutely correct. 

The program will give a smallest imaginary film thickness when the cal-

culated W and ~ are identical to the input (experimental) W and ~. No 

consideration of experimental errors E:W and E:~ enters the calculation 

except to control the output of results. It is believed that if the. 

values in increments of ~ and W tried within the experimental errors 

±E:W ~nd ±E:~ are ~ed as input data, a correct film thickness may be 

obtained from the printed results where the imaginary film thickness is 

the smallest. 

It should be noted that the film constants are very sensitive to 

changes tn W and ~. In using the program; approximate film constants 

should be known. 

- . 
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PROGRA'-1 .SF!U-1 (!NPIJT,OIJTPIJT) 
THIS PROGRAM CALCULAT~S THE THICKNESS AND CO~PLEX REFRACTIV~ 
INDEX OF A .SINGLE ABSORdiNG FILM ON AN ABSOR~LNG SUBSTRATE 
C 0 M P LEX C PH I 2 , C PH I 3 , N 2 , N 3 , R l S , rn P , f~ 2 S , I~ 2 P , I~ .S , ~~ P , R H 0 
(()"'1PLEX A, R, C, D, El, E2, [, RHOM, Tl, T2• X 
REAL Nl, NS, NK.<;, Nit NM, NKI, NK,\1, N, NK 
0!"1ENSION T!TL~(8l • RANGF.I8) 
CDR = 0o0174S3292~2 
I = C"'1PLX(0oO, loOl 

1 ~~AD 2, TITLE,RANGE 
2 FOR'··1AT (8Al0/8A10) 
3 PRINT 4, TITLE• RANGE_ 
4 FORMAT (lHl• BA10//8A10) 
5 READ 8, Nl•WL,NS,NKS 

IF (1\lll 1000, 1000. 6 
6 READ 9, NI,ONoNM,NKI,DNK,NKM 
7 READ 10, PH!,PSIM,DELM,EPSIM,EDELM 
8 FnR.....,AT (F9~0, 3FlO.Ol 
9 FORMAT (F9.0, SF10o0l 

10 ~""()RMAT (F9.1, 4F10.0l . 
11 FORMAT flH0,;6HPHI = ,F5.2d0X•4HN = ,F7.4• lOX, l3HWAVELENGTH = , 

C F5.f'), 11H ANGSTROMS//33H REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SUBSTRATE = , F7.4, 
C 2X, 4H- I• F7.4) 

12 FORMAT (1HO, 27HREFRACTIVE INDEX OF ~ILM = , F7o4, 2Xt 
C 4H- I, F7~4//l8H FILM THICKNESS= , F7o2, lOH ANGSTROMS// 
C 36H IMAGINARY PART OF FILM THICKNESS = , ~10.5, lOH ANGSTROMS, 
C //BH PSIC = , Fl0.5, lOX• 7HDELC = , Fl0.5, 
C //8H PSIM = , Fl0.5, lOX, 7HDELM = , F10o5l 

13 FORMAT (lHO, 7HPSIM = , Fl0.5,!0X, 7HDELM = , Fl0o5//32H NO SOLUT 
CION WITHIN GIVEN LIMITS) 

M = l 
N3 = C"1PLX(NS,-NKSl 
RHOM = TAN!PSIM*CDRl*CEXP( l*DELM*CDRl 
SP = S!N(PHI*CDRl 
CP = COS(Prll*CDRl 
CPHT3 = CSQRTiloO- Nl**2*SP**2/IN3**2l l 
P = WL/(4.0*3.1415927) 
N = Nl 

20 NK = NKT 
1nn N2 = CMPLX(N,-NKl 

CPHT2 = C.SQRT(1.0- N1**2*SP**2/(N2**2l) 
Rl.S = (Nl*CP - N2*tPH!2)/(N1*CP + N2*CPH12) 
RlP =-1Nl*CPH!2 - N2*CP)/(N1*CPHI2 + N2*CP) 
R2S = (N2*CPHI2 - N3*CPH!3)/(N2*CPHI2 + N3*CPH!3l 
R2P =-(N2*CPH!3 - N3*CPHI2l/(N2*CPHI3 + N3*CPH!2l 
A = (RHOM*RlP - R1Sl*R2S*~2P 
B RHOM*!R1P*RlS*R2P + R2Sl - (R1S*RlP•R2S + R2Pl 
C = RHOM*RlS - RlP 
X CSQRT!B**2 - 4.0*A*Cl 
El = !-B + Xl/(2.0*Al 
~2 = 1-B- Xl/(2.0*Al 
Tl =P*!-ATAN.21AIMAG(Ell' REAL!Elll + l*ALOGICABS(Elll)/(N2*CPHI2l 
T2 =P*(-ATAN21AIMAG!E2l, R~AL{t2l l + l*ALOGICA6StE2ll l/IN2*CPHI2l 
IF (A0S(A!MAG!Tlll - ABS(A!MAG!T2l l l 110, llU, 120 

110 T = REAL (T1l 



ERROR = AIMAG!TIJ 
GO Tl') 1 ':30 

120 T = RtAL(T2l 
ERROR = AIMAG!T2l 

-ll8-

I~O D =-(4.0*':3·1415Q27*T/WL)*I*N2*CPHI2 
RS = IRIS+ R2S*CEXP10J )/11·0 + RlS*R2S*CEXPIDJ l 
RP = !RIP+ R2P*CEXD(D) J/II.O + RIP*R2P*CEXPIO) J 
RHO = RP/RS 
PSIC = ATAN!CABS!RHO) l/CDR 
DELC = ATAN2(AIMAG!RHO), REAL!RHOJJ/CDR 
IF !OELCJ I40.l40d50 

I40 DELC = DELC + 360.0 
150 IF !EPSllvl- At3S(PSIC - Pc:;IMJ )400, 200t 200 
200 IF !E0ELM - A~S!OELC - DELMJ 1400, 300t 300 
300 PRI~T 1I, PH!tNl•WL,NS,NKS 

PRINT 12, NtNKtTtERROR,PSIC,DELC,PSIM,DEL~ 
M = 2 

400 IF !NKM - ~Kl 600t600,50() 
500 NK = NK + DNK 

GO TO 100 
600 IF (~'11 - "J) AI)0,800,700 
700 ~ = N + IJN 

GO TO 1'0 
Bon GO TO (91)(), 1) M 
900 PRINT ll,PHI,Nl,WL,NStNKS 

PRINT 13, PSIIvl,OELivl 
GO TO 1 

1000 CONTINUE 
EN') 

- . 
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F. FORTRAN IV Computer Program "FPLOT" 

The program "FPLOT" (Film Plot} calculates theoretical quantities 

of lJ; and D. with changes in film thickness. Depending on the code number 

M, results are tabulated (as program LAYER) or given as curves or both. 

The equations and variables used in this program are similar to 

those used in program LAYER (see Appendix I-D). 

Input data for program "FPLOT" are arranged on cards as illustrated 

below: 

Card Col. 1 Col. 10 Col. 20 Col. 30 Col. 4o coL ~0 

1 } Title and comments (up to 80 columns) 
2 

3 n ;. n k 
0 0 m m 

4 nfi onf nfm kfi okf kfm 
(initial) (increment ) (final) (initial) (increment ) (final) 

5 

6 

L 
i 

01 

M 

L (limited to 200 points) 
m 

These six cards constitute a s.et. Any number of sets may follow. 

In each set, the values of the optical constants of the film may be 

varied in increments if one desired. Three blank cards must follow 

the last set of cards. 

M is the code number. The integer used for M determines how the 

results will be presented. 

Format of Results 

0 Results will be tabulated and given 
as three curves 

a) lJ; versus .~ curve with thickness 
as parameter 

b} lJ; versus film thickness 

c) ~versus film thickness 



M 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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Format of Results 

Results will be tabulated and only 
the ~ versus ~ curve is plotted. 

Results will be tabulated and two 
curves will be plotted 

a) ~ versus film thickness 

b) ~versus film thickness 

Results will be given only as three 
curves 

a) ~ versus ~ 

b) ~versus film thickness 

c) ~ versus film thickness 

Output has only t-he ~ versus ~ curve 

Two curves will be given 

a) ~ versus film thickness 

b) ~ versus film thickness 

The maximum number of data points for L (thickness) is 200. If the 

~versus thickness and~ versus thickness curves are to be plotted, 

the maximum number is reduced to 101. The program "LAYER" should be 

used instead, if only tabulated results are wanted. 

This program "FPLOT" has to utilize the subroutines "PRNPLT" and 

"PLSCAL" written by M. S. Itzkowitz to do the plotting of the curves . 
. 

These two subroutines are library subroutines and they are stored in 

the computer (control data 7600 system) at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 

A reproduction of the main program and the two subroutines is given 

on the following pages. A sample of the three output curves is also 

given .. 
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~~~o·;RA"1 FPI_0T "( [IIJPIJTt01JTPIJT) 
THIS ~"'•Nui~A;vJ CALCuLAft:S [)t:LC liND PSIC Ft<u·vl Fll~"l fHJ(r(.,~t:S:, 
IT ~L~u ~L0f~ PSIC VERSUS UELC CUKVC: WlTrl FIL~ TrliCK~t:SS AS PAKA~C:T~~s 
tli~.J P-,1'- Vlc1~SdS rlU~ TriiC«.Nt:S'>• l)cU: V"t:RSIJS r-ILIIti frliCr<.1~1:SSo 

(0,•1>"Lt:X TN2• I•·H• CYHUt ,Ytilit 1~1'>• R1Pt rUSt fUr', 1Jo I~St l~f', r-<HU 
11IIItiF"J'>I01\1 llflt (d), ~~"1\W;t:' (81 
01Mt:NS10N X.:>t_I)T(2•JI))o YPLUT(Z·h!)t ZPLUTUOllJ 
f<FAn 2, T!TL~•Rli"JGF 

t'ORIItil\f (RA1018A10l 
.:>f~INT 4• TITLt:o"<I\N(,E 
H)R lltiA T ( 1 >i 1 • 8 A l•j I I tJ A l 0 J 
"( >:: A '' 9 , T "J l , '•I L , f N "S • T "J I( S 
I F ( TN 1 J 1 1) tJ () , i ,-, J 1/ , 6 
i~t:~fl L)o fNI,•lTNtTNivloTN'<Io•H.\IKofi~l(·'~ 

l~tAil 11• Tio•lToTIIti 
IF (T!.Nt.ilol/1 Til=Pt1-fl 
Rt:An 12o ~Hllo•'vl 

F0r~~~t~l\T (Fll.O, 3Fl0.01 
FOR'-11\T (F9.!1 9 ?FL().IJ) 
FOi~llt!Af (F9o•l• 2Fll),r)) 
FORiv1Af (F9.<), 11 J 
FORMAT (1rl0ol6rlPrli = oF5.iolUXo4rlN = oF1.4t lilXt 1"3rl~RVt:LENGTH = ' 

C r? • •l , l 1 rl l\ N ciS T R 0 ."1 S I I 33 • 1 I~ F F ~~A C T I V t: U'J I J r:: X U F SUdS T R A T t: = , F -f • 4 , 
c: .zx, 41-i- 1. F7.4l 

14 FOI~·vlAT ( lt-1 1l, 21Hi~EfRA(f IVE ll\ll)t-~X OF fllllti = , F7.4o 2Xt 
C 4r1- It F7o41!1dli r'"ILIIti Tl"il(K,'IJC:::SS 
C IIA>i P')Ii: = , f'1J,'), 1UXt 7>-iUt::LC = 

15 FOR"-11\T. ( lHl J 
16 FOR'·~I\f U~HP<;J( Vt'CFI'JIJ.':J Dl=l( CUI~VI'_) 

, Fa,z, 10rl A~~STKUMSo 
' ~1!1.5) 

17 r'"Oi~·~Af 16H.0di = ,F•;,.;>,[(>Xo4HI\I·= ,F-/.4ol1lX,l.:lHI.•LAVtU:N•_,fH =, 
( FS.•lt4rl il ,">X,l3H•\I•'i IKI-1 = oFfe'+o2Xt4H- loF/..41 

18 FORMAT I 1irli\IF IKF = ,F7o4t2Xt4H~ loF7.4J 
1 ~ h) 1~ ivJ A T ( .2 6 rll) F: l C V t: R SUS F l L ,-., T H I C K •\1 t: S S J 
?l f'Of~MI\T (;>f:,HP<;!C VttbU'i F!Li'vl fl-!lCK"JF:SSJ 

~>il = ~.0l74~i29252*PI-(Il 
(P : COS ( Dt-(1 ) 
SP = .S!N(DHII 
Ti\13 = C"-1PLXI~NS,-TI\IK'il 
CPH13 = cs:~,HI1.0- TNP-*2*SP**2/(fiB**ZJ.J 
fl\l = r N I 

20 TNK = TNI(! 
Vl T = T I 

NPO!I\IT = 1 
100 TN2 = (lltiPLX(fN,-TNKJ 

CPrll2 = CSlJI,T( loU- TN1**..:>*S"**2/( TN2**2J ). 
RlS = ( Tl\ll*(P - TN;>*CPHI;>J/(f"J1*CP + TN2*CPHI21 
~lP =-!TNl*CPrll2- TN2*CP)/(TNl*CPHI2 + TN2*CP) 
RZS = (TNZ*CPHI2- TN3*CPrl13J/(TN2*CPril2 + TN3*CPHl3J 
R2P =-(HP*CPrlJ:\- TrB*CPrli2J/(TN2*C~dl'1 + TN3*CPril2) 
D = (0oUtlo01*(4.0*3ol415l27*T/Wll*fNZ*CPH!2 
RS= (ns + R:>S*Cl:XP(-DJ J/( loO + R1S*R2S*CEXPI-Dl I 
RP = (l~lr' + R..:>P*CtXP(-0Ji/(lo0 + RP)*R2P*CFXP(-I))J 
RHO :: I~P./I~S 

PSIC ATAI\I((A•i'i(RHOJ )10.·1114?"329/5?. 
lkt_C = 1ITAN2(Af.'~AG(;~HOJ, f't:Al(i,H<JI JIO.Ol745J2'}252 



IF (IJtLCl l40914Ud50 
140 I)I:"LC = :>I:LC + 360.00 
1~0 IF(M.GT.21 GO TO 300 
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'PRII\If l ~, PH! lt fNl•WLtTNSt rNKCi 
PRINT l4t TN,TNKtToPSICtDELC 

300 XPLhT(f\lPOINTl = l)f:LC 
YPLOT(NPOTNT) = PSIC 
IF(M.F~~1.0R.~.E0.4) GO TO 400 
I F ( T I • E t.J • 0 • 0 ) GO T 0 3 5 r) 0 
ZPL<HINPOINTl = T- TD 
GO TO 400 

3500 ZPL()f(NPO!NTl = T 
400 NPO!Nf = NPOI~T + 1 

[F(T'-'1 -f) 6:)1),60(),51)0 
')00 T = T + JT 

CiO TO 1 ilO 

600 NPO!I\IT = NPOTNT - l 
IF(M.F~.2.0R.~.F0.5l GO TO 1500 
PRli\IT 15 
PRINT 16 
PRII\IT l7t PY!ltTN1oWLtTNStTNKS 
P q l "-1 T Uh TN , TN K 
CALL ~RNPLTIXPLOftYPLDTt360.,5.0t90.,z~o,o.,0.,NPOlNTI 

I F C 'v1 • i: 'J ol • 0 R • 1"'1 • E CJ • 4 ) G 0 T 0 1 11) U 
1':i00 PRINT 15 

PRINT n 
PRINT 17• PH11tTN1oWLtTNStfNKS 
PRINT 18t TN.TNK 
I F ( T I • ~ 'J • 0. J ) GO f<') 310 0 
P9!NT 3300, Tf) 

3300 FORMAT (5HAi)l) ,F8e2t17HTO SCALE READINGS) 
CALL PRNPLT(lPLOftYPLOTtT0,100ot90.,2.,0,,0.,NPOINTl 
GO Tl) 1401) 

310J CALL PRNPLT!lPLOftYPLOTtT~tlOUet90.•2·•0•,o•,NPOINTI 
3400 PRII\IT 15 . 

P:~ I iH 19 
PRINT 17t Pri[1,TN1oWL,TNStTNKS 
P R I N T 1 8 • T N .T NK 
!F(TloE0.0.iJI GO TO 3200 
P R I NT 3 3 i) r J , T ;) 
CALL P ~~ i~ P L T ( l PLOT , X P L 0 r ' T u , 1 0!) • ' 3 60 • ' 1 U • '0 • ' •J o , N P 0 IN T ) 
GO T0 110•J 

3 2 00 CALL P R 1'-1 .=> L T ( Z PLOT 'X PLOT 'T :"1 , 1 U 0. ' 3 6 0. ' 1 j • '0. 'U • , NPO I IH I 
1100 IF(TN<M- TN~) 800.800,/0J 

700 TNK = TN~ + ~TNK 
GO T0 30 

aoo IFITN~- TNI 1onn,1noo,Y~n 

900 TN = TN + DT~ 

GO-TO ?0 
1000 GO Tl) l 
"3000 CON T Ji'JIJE 

FNI) 

. ·~· 
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SURROUTINE PRNPLTIX,Y,X~AX,XtN:P,Y~AX,VINCR,ISX,ISY,NPTSI 
C PRTNTEP PL1T RJUTI~E ~.S.ITZKJWITZ ~AV 0 1967 
c 
C PL~TS THE ~NPTS~ POINTS GIVEN BY ~X(II,YIII- ON A 51 X 101 GRID 
C USING A T~TAL OF 56 LINES ON THE PRINTER 
C IF ~.ISX~ OR -ISV~ ARE NON-ZERO, THE COPRESPO"'OI"'G ~AXI"lU"l AND 
C (NCRE~ENTAL STEP SIZE ARE CO~PUTED 
C I~ EITHE~ I~CREMENTAL STEP SIZE IS ZER1, TH~ PR1GPA~ EXITS 
C 'lEITHER JF THE INPUT APPAVS ARE DESTROYED. IF SCALING IS DONE 
C THE :nRPESP)NDING 'lEW VALUES OF MAXT~ll"l A"'O STEP SllE 4RE RETURNFO 
c 

000013 DIMENSION XINPTSI,YINPTSI,IGRIDIIO!I,XAXISI111 

oooo 13 
000013 

000013 
000013 
000013 
000013 
000013 
000013 

000013 
000017 
000030 
000042 
000043 
000043 
000046 
000050 
000062 
000066 
000071; 
00()102 
(10()104 
000111 
000112 
000116 
000124 
00('1 31 
000132 
0(1013~ 

000136 
000140 
000144 
000146 
0001~2 
000156 
000161 
000163 
000167 
000174 
000201 
000205 
000211 
000216 
000232 

000234 
000240 
000247 
00026(1 
000264 
000267 
000270 
000303 
0003.04 
000310 
000311 

c 

c 
91)1 
902 
903 
904 
905 
9800 
c 

1" 
11 
15 

12 

13 

1!) 

2() 

Fl')O 

INTEGEP RLANK,01T,STAR,IGPID,PLUS 
DATA .. fiLANK,DOT,STAP,PLUS I 1H ,lH.,lH*o1H+ I 

.,"),~:;: 

FORMATI14X,105~11 

FORMATI1XEll.3,2X,1H+o105A1,1~+1 
FORMA Tll5X, 1031 1H.I I 
FORMAT(7X,111Fl0.01,2H (,14,5H PTSI 
FORMATI16X,t111H+,9XII 
FORMATI46H1Sr.At.ING FRRm IN PR'IPL T, EXECUTION TERMINATED 

IF( ISX.NF.OI CALL PLSCALCX,XMAX,XINCP,NPTS,10?1 
IF( ISY.NE.ll CALL PLSCALIY,YMAX,YINCR,NPTS,501 
IFIXI"'CP.EQ·.o •• nR.vtNC:R.EQ.I'.I GO TO R:)O 
YAXMIN=O,Ol*YINCP . 
XAXMIN=0~01*XINCR 
IZER~:VMaXIYINCR+l.5 
JZERQ=103.5-XM~XIXINCP 

IFIJZFRO.GT.l03.0P.JZERO.LT.41 JZER0=2 
PPINT Ql)'; 

PRI'H Q'l3 
00 1~ 1=1 t51 
IF I !.NF.IlEROI GJ TO 16 
on 14 J=1.tJ5 
!GRIDIJI=PLJS 
GO TO 15 
DO 11 J=1olJ~ 
1 GR I 0 I J I= fiL ~ NK 
!GRIDIJZEROI=PLUS 
IGRIDI1141=JOT 
IGR!Il(21=DOT 
llrl 12 K=1,NPTS 
!TEST =IVMAX-YIKIIIYINCR+1.! 
!FitTEST .NE.II GO TO 12 
J=103.5-IX~4X-XIKII/XfNCP 
IF(J.GT.l031J=1D5 
IFIJ.LT.31 J=l 
IGRIIliJI;,SHR 
CO~ITI NUE 
1FIM1011,1DI.E0.11 GO TO 13 
PRINT 901oiGPIO 
GO TJ 10 
YAX!S=VMAX-1 I-11*YINCR 
!FIA~SIVAX!SI.LT.YAXMINI Y~XIS=~. 

PRINT 91J2,YAXI5 1 (J:;PTOIJI.J=1,!051 
CrlNT INUF 

PRINT 903 
PR PH 9(15 
00 20 M=1tll 
XAXISIMI=X~AX-XINCP*IFLOATI11-~11*10.0 
IFIA~SIX~XISIMII.LT.XAXMINIXAXIS(MJ=O. 
CONTINUE . 
PRINT ~ti4 1 XAXIS,NPTS 
RETURf'! . 
PRINT 91'100 
CALL EXIT 
ENO 
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(10('1007 
001)('11('1 
orcou 
(1('1(~0 16 
(':000 Zl 
(100024 
000025 
000026 
C\00032 
(100, 35 
(.'('(1042 
('100044 
ON'145 
00004, 
000051 
0001)53 

000056 
OOC062 
OOC'0.62 
OOOO.S3 
000067 
000067 
00007!" 
000072 

000()76 
00010fl 
('QI) 104 
000105 
0(10110 
000113 
000114 
OOC117 
000124 
000125 
000110 
00013?. 
000133 
000134 
000135 
000137 
000140 
000144 
000147 
01:'0150 
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~UBROUTINF ~LSrAL(V,VMAX,VTNC~,NPTS,NOfVTSI 

r. 
C <;l.ALI"'G PROGUM FOR tJSF WITH PRNPLT M.SolTZKOWITZ II'IAV.lq~7 
C THIS VEQSION ".DJIJS'fS Tl-iE Fl.ILL SCALE TO 2o5,5o0, JQ 10o TTMES lO**N 
C A'JD ADJUSTS HI:' "1AX J MUM Pot NT TO AN !'HEGER MULTIPLE OF c;*VPICR 
c 

c 

1':1 

40 

c 

DIMENSION VINPTSI 

VMIN=VI 11 
VMAX=VI11 
0(1 10 T=I,N:>TS 
IF IV I I I o L To V MIN I VM Pl=V I I I 
IFIVI lloGToVMAXI VMAX=VIII 
QR 4NGF=VMAX-VMTN 
C'1NTINUE 
IFIOPIINGEoDoOol. GJ TO ll00(' 
QRANGE=no43'2Q4,*ALOGIQPA"'GEI 
!FIOPIINGEI20,20,30 
fPANGE=QPIIIJGE 
G'l Tfl 4~ 

TPI\NGE=-QRI\'IGE 
I o 1\NGE=- I RA'IGE-1 
QPANGE=QRA~GE-FLOATilPANGEI 

P4NGF=l~o**~RANGE 

. C PA~GE IS ~ET~EEN 1o0 AND 10.0 
r. 
43 IF(DA~GEoGT.2o5l GJ TO 41 

RANGE=2o'5 
GO P1 '50 

41 IFIPANGf.GTo5.(ll GJ TO 42 
RANGE="o0 
GO TO 'ir1 

t.z P.IINGE=1"o0 
50 TRANGE=QANGE*Il~o*•TPANGEI 

c 
C TQANGE IS NO~ 2oc;,c:.r, OR lOor TI~ES A PO~E~ 0~ TEN 
c 

VINCR=TDANGE/FLJATINOlVISI 
JF(VMAXI51,5lr'i2 

52 IMAX=VMAX/15.0*VIN:Pl 
XMAX='5o0*VT~CP*FLOAT(IMAX+ll 

GO Tn "~ 
51 IM~X=-VM~X/I5oO*Vl~CP.I 

x~AX="o~*VI~CR*FLQ6TI-IMAX+l I 
53 IFIVMINoGToXMAX-TRANGfl GD TO 100 

RANGE=RANGE*2o0 
IFIPANGF~11ol 43,~3,54 

54 PANGE=RANGE/10. 
IPANGE=IPANGE+l 
GO TrJ 43 

100 V~AX=XMAX 

VMIN=XMAX-TQANGE 
RETURN 

flOOO. PRINT Qf!flO 
qaOO FORMATI45HIPLSCAL :AtlED TO SCALE ARRAY WITH ZERO RANGFI 

CALL EXIT 
END 

~. 
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G. FORTRAN rv Computer Program "DLVPS" 

This program is used to plot the experimental ~ versus ~ curve so 

that it can be compared with the theoretical curve. 

The subroutines "P:RNPLT" and "PLSCAL" written by M. S. Itzkowitz 

are used to do the plottings. 

l. Variables Used in the Program 

Name 

TNl 

WL 

TNS 

TNKS 

PHI 

T 

DELM 

PSIM 

p 

n 
0 

). 
0 

n 
m 

k 
m 

Symbol 

~ (measured) 

~ (measured) 

Description 

refractive index of incident medium 

vacuum wavelength (A) 

real part of complex refractive index 
of substrate 

index of extinction of substrate 

angle of incidence (degree) 

time (hr) 

relative phase change (degree) 

arctangent of relative amplitude 
attenuation (degree) 

position (em) 

2. Input Format for Program "DLVPS" 

·card 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

etc 

N 

Col. 

Title 

n 
0 

time
1 

time
2 

N+l 0.0 

1 Col. 10 

and comments 

). 
0 

position1 

position
2 

Col. 20 Col. 30 Col. 4o 

(up to 80 columns) 

n k 
m m 

L\ ~1 

~2 ~2 
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These cards constitute a set. Cards 1 to 3 are used for identi-

fication and will be printed out in the output. Data are entered in , 

cards 4 through N. The N+l card is used to signal the end of'one set 

of data. Any number of sets may follow. Three blank cards must follow 

the last set of data. 

A reproduction of the main program DLVPS appears on the next page. 

The subroutines employed can be found in Appendix I~F. 
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,:> I·Fl (i I~ A. •1.1 I) l v p c, ( I 1\J pI J T ' 0' J T p l JT ) 
L THlC. ~:~uGI~A:Ii\ i-'LOfS TrlC: :-11:ASURtLJ V1\LUt.S ur: r'Sl VEf«SUS Ot.l 

t) I ,·~ r: N .::i I 0 N f 1 T l 1:: ( cl ) • I~ AN u f: ( tl J t I) t: LIV\ (':) u )t P S 1 M ( 50 j t T ( ':i 0 ) t P ( 50 ) 

1 :~>::A~~ ,: , r 1 r U' .r~ t. r'-J.:; F 
2 FOR•'-'1A.I (clAl:l/8AlU) 

PR!~T 4t TlfLF• ~AI\JG~ 
4 FORMAT ( 1HltRA10//8AlU~//) 

1~F.Al ~. fNlo Wlt fNSt TNI(So PHI 

IF (fNl.J ll•ll•6 
9 F0R"1AT (F9o•J, 4f"lll.rll 
6 PRINT lZt Pf-i!o TNlo 1,\/Lt TNSt TNKS 

lZ f"ORIV\AT (lHllt/6rlPrli = oF5.~tl0Xt4HN = ol-'7o4t lUX• l3HI,oJ!WELENGTH =, 
C Fj.0, llrl ANuSTRO~S//33n REFRACTIVC: INUEX OF SUJSTRATE = t F7o4t 

c zx. 4H- I. 1"7.4/J 
Pf~!NT 13 

l 3 r OR t"l A I ( l ri0 , tl <1 r I i"i E ( H ~~ J , 5 X, l 2 HP 0-:, I T I l),\j ( C ,,i J , l0 X • 4H PSI ,VI t luX , 4H !) F: U"l I I J 

"'D~Jif\lr = 1 
1 I~ E Ml 5 , T ( N P 0 l 1\J T J , P ( ,\J ~ 0 I N I J t D >:: Liv! ( 1\j P 0 I 1\l T J , ..:> S I :•1 ( N P 0 I :\IT ) 
5 1-'0~~AT (F9.0,3Fl0.0l 

!F(nELI.1(1\JPOINTJ.E0.0J GO TQ 10 
Pi~ I NT tl t T ( N P 0 I N T J •? ( i\j P 0 I :\j T J , P S l i"l ( N iJU l N T J , 0 E l•vJ ( N ~J i 1\l f J 

8 FORMA.f (2XtF5.2,10XoF5.2ollXoFl0.3o4XoFlOo3l 
N.:>OfNT = NPOINT + 1 
•10 T 0 3 

1n ~D~fNT = NPOII\JT - 1 
PRif\IT 7 
FOR·\1A.I' ( lrl1• ZZHC'SI·\1 VEF~C.US I)~Li'-1 CURVEJ 
CAll Pi~ N P l T ( •) E L ·~ , ~ S l :'~, 3 60 • , 5 • , 'i 0 • , 2 • , 0 • , 0 • , N P 0 I NT l 

tiO TO l 
ll CONTI NIJE 

F.l\lD 
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APPENDIX II 

ALIGNMENT AND CALIBRATION OF THE ELLIPSOMETER ON LEED SETUP 

A. Alignment of the Ellipsometer 

Due to the constraint imposed by the LEED Chamber, the angle of 

incidence used is fixed at 45°,. This means that the optical axes of the 

polarizer telescope and the analyzer telescope should be perpendicular 

to each other. A prism with two reflecting faces at 90° (plus 40 sec) 

to each other (Fig. Al) was used to align the optical axes. The 

following procedure was followed: 

1. With the Quarter wave plate removed, the alignment prism resting 

on a precision tripoid is positioned bet-vreen the telescopes so that 

the perpendicular surfaces of the prism are facing the telescopes. 

2. Using an Abbe Lamont·Autocollimating eyepiece, one face of the 

prism is brought to be perpendicular to the optical axis of one 

telescope by adjusting the tripoid legs to bring the crosshairs 

of the eyepiece and their reflected image into coincidence (Fig. A2a). 

3. The same autocollimation procedure is then carried out with the 

second telescope. However, the crosshairs and their images are 

brought into coincidence by adjusting the position screws on the 

telescop~ (Fig. A2a). 

4. Looking through a pinhole eyepiece placed on the collimator and 

closing down the iris diaphragm on the polarizer, the target on one 

·face of the prism is centered in the view of the collimator. The 

centering is done by shifting the prism and varying the height of 

the tripoid table. 

5. With the pinhole eyepiece on the analyzer telescope, the target on 

the prism is viewed by the analyzer telescope. The target is 

centered in the horizontal sense by sliding the prism. If at this 
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point the target is not centered vertically (Fig. A2b) in the view 

of the analyzer telescope, the level of the analyzer telescope is 

adjusted (adjustment of the dovetail mount carrier) so that the 

target is centered vertically. 

The two optical axes of the telescopes are now lying in one plane and 

the angle between them is at 90° (Fig. A2c). 

To check the alignment, the pinhole is placed in the polarizer 

and the eyepiece in the analyzer. A mercury light is used to illuminate 

the pinhole. By rotating the prism table approximately 45°, one face 

of the prism is used as the reflecting surface. The image of the pinhole 

is observed through the eyepiece. Without adjusting the legs of the 

tripoid, one should be able to place the image of the pinhole at the 

center of the crosshairs. If not, the alignment procedure should be 

repeated. 

B. Calibration of the Polarizer and the Analyzer Circles 

The Calibration of the polarizer and the analyzer circles on the 

LEED set up presents some difficulties. The main one is that the 

two telescopes can not be arranged in the straight through position. 

Therefore,the way to determine the correction factors for the circle 

readings will depend on finding the minimum intensity at extinction 

settings of the polarizer and the analyzer. The extinction setting 

of the analyzer will depend on the setting of the polarizer. However, 

extinction intensity would be at a minimum when the transmission axis 

of the polarizer is either parallel to the plane of incidence (p-posi

tion) or perpendicular to the plane of incidence (s-position). 

A stainless steel alignment mirror was used as the reflecting 

surface and the procedure below was followed·. 
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1. Turn the polarizer to s-posi tion (0° on circle * reading). 

* 
2. Turn the analyzer to p-position (90° on circle reading). 

3. Adjust polarizer and analyzer for minimum photomultiplier current. 

Note dial recorder reading. 

4. Return polarizer to 0° circle reading and analyzer to 90° circle 

reading. 

5. Loosen collar screws of both the polarizer and the analyzer carrier 

and rotate them until the minimum reading obtained in step (3) is 

reached. Tighten the screws. 

To determine correction factors for the polarizer circle readings. 

6. Set polarizer at 0° and find the extinction setting of the analyz;er 

by the method of taking two equal intensity readings around nulL 

7. Repeat step (6) at 0.1° (or 0.05°) steps from 0° until a noticeable 

increase in photomultiplier current at extinction setting of the 

analyzer is obtained. 

8. Do the same at minus 0.1° (or -0.05°) steps from 0°. 

** 9. Using a chart recorder instead of the dial, reset all the extinG-

tion settings of the polarizer and analyzer and display the photo-

multiplier current on the chart recorder. 

JD. Analyze the chart recorder display of the photomultiplier current. 

The polarizer and analyzer settings (0° + dP and 90° + dA) that 

give the minimum photomultiplier clirrent are the settings when the 

polarizer transmission axis is at s-position and that of the analyzer 

*With the arrangement of optical components that we used (light source, 
pOlarizer; compensator, sample, analyzer and detector}, the circle reading 
of this particular ellipsometer is based on an angle measured counter
clockwise from the plane perpendicular to the plane of incidence when 
looking into the beam. 
** Because the noise level of the photomultiplier is high at low inten
sity of light, it is difficult to read a dial recorder. · 
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at p-position. The values -dP and -dA are chosen as correction factors. 

C. Calibration of the Compensator Circle Setting . I 

! 

1. Insert quarter-wave plate and rotate compensator circle to s-position 

(circle reading 0°). 

2. With the polarizer and the analyzer set at s- and p-position respec-

tively, rotate the quarter-wave plate in its holder until a minimum 

photomultiplier current is reached. 

3. Determine the circle reading of the compensator at minimum intensity. 

4. If the circle reading is 0° + dQ, then the corrected compensator 

setting would be Q + dQ (for example, 45° +dQ or 135° +dQ) during 

measurement. 
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XBB 7110-4914 

Fig. Al Alignment prism (reflecting faces at 90°) and tripoid for 
use with LEED setup. 
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Fig. A2 

Schematic of alignment procedures on LEED setup. 
~ - Plane of table 
X - Plane of tripoid table before adjustment 
~-Plane of tripoid table after adjustment. 

s ,B - Reflecting faces of prism 
I,II - Planes containing the telescope axes 

AB,CB'- Telescope axes 
ef,gh- Normals of prism reflecting faces 

Refer to Appendix I-A 

a. Step 2 brought ef to align 
tripoid table an angle a. 
align with gh. 

with AB by tilting the 
Step 3 brought CB' to 

b. AB, CB' both perpendicular to the faces of the 
prism B and s respectively but AB, CB' do not 
intercept. 

c. AB, CB' intercept each other and are normal to 
each other. 
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Prism 

XBL 7110-7459 

Fig. A2a 
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XBL 7110-7460 

Fig. A2b 
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XBL 7110-7461 

Fig. A2c 
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APPENDIX III 

ALIGNMENT AND CALIBRATION OF THE ELLIPSOMETER 
(VARIABLE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE SETUP) 

A. Adjustment of the Collimator and Telescope Axes to be Coplanar 
and to Intersect the Rotational Axis of the Sam.ple Table at Right Angles 

1. Remove q11.arter wave plate. Place pinhole in fixed telescope ( colli-

mater with polarizer) and illuminate .it with the lamp. 

2. Swing th~ moveable telescope (with analyzer) to in line position 

with the fixed telescope. (The pinhole image is centered on the 

vertical cross-hair of the analyzer eyepiece. The horizontal scale 

reading, or angle of incidence reading should be approximately 180°.) 

3. Center the pinhole image on the eyepiece cross-hairs by adjusting 

the vertical screw of the moveable telescope (see Fig. A3a). 

* 4. Place the alignment mirror on the sample table and autocollimate 

the analyzer with the mirror (to get the mirror normal to the optical 

axis of the telescope). The cross-hairs and their reflections are 

bro11ght to coincidence by adjusting the table (Fig. A3b) . 

5. Rotate the table with mirror 180° and autocollimate with the fixed 

telescope (collimator With polarizer). Correct half of the error 

by adjusting the table and half by adjusting the vertical screw of 

the collimator (Fig. A3c). 

6. Remove mirror. and repeat steps 1 and 3, and then 4 and 5 .until no 

further adjustment~ are necessary (Fig. A3d). 

Steps 1 to 6 have set the optical axes of the telescopes parallel .·· 

to each other and perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the table.** 

* A vertical mirror with target in the middle and mounted on an aluminum 
block. 
** The optical axes of the telescopes are both parallel to a plane which 

is normal to the rotational axis of the sample table. 
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Steps 7 through 10 will s~t the table surface perpendicular to its 

rotational axis. 

7. Keep moveable telescope in 180° position. 

8. Place mirror on table in same position as before, then rotate mirror 

on fixed table by 90°. 

9. Return mirror by rotating the table to autocollimate with moveable 

telescope. Errors are corrected by adjusting the table (Fig. A3e). 

lD. Repeat step 9 with mirror at different positions on the table. 

Final error due to deviation of right angle mirror mount should 

stay the same during a full rotation of the mirror with respect to 

the table. 

The following steps will bring the two optical axes of the telescores 

to lie in the same plane normal to the rotational axis of the sample 

table and to intercect the rotational axis at a common point (Fig. A3f). 

lL Place alignment mirror on table and observe target on mirror through 

fixed telescope with pinhole. Move target on table until target 

shows no lateral motion upon rotation of the table (target in table 

axis). · 

J2. Closing down the iris diaphragm, center the tar,get in the view of 

the telescope in vertical direction by raising or lowering the table. 

13. Use lateral adjustment on fixed telescope (screws at dovetail) to 

center target in the horizontal direction. 

14. Rotate table with mirror 180° and observe target through moveable 

telescope with pinhole. 

15. Closing down the iris diaphragm, center target in the view of the 
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telescope in the vertical direction by placing shims under moveable 

telescope at dovetail connection. 

16. Use lateral adjustment screws on moveable telescope to center 

target in horizontal direction. 

17. Remove mirror. Place pinhole in fixed telescope and illuminate 

it. Center pinhole image in analyzer eyepiece by adjusting the 

vertical screw of the moveable telescope (this is necessary only 

when the shimming of step 15 is necessary). 

B. Adjustment of the Horizontal Circle Readings 
(Angle 6f.Incidence Readings) 

l. Put pinhole in fixed telescope and illuminate it. 

2. Put eyepiece with cross-hairs in moveable telescope. 

3. Move telescope such that the image of the pinhole is centered on 

the cross-hairs. 

4. Set horizontal circle to read 180° by adjusting the screw at the 

base of the fixed telescope and compensator mount. 

The above procedures of setting the angle of inci~ence circle 

readings is based on the assumption that the rotational axis of the 

sample table is in line with the rotational axis of the moveable tele-

scope. Section C outlines a prodecure to check the alignment of the 

rotational axes of table and telescope and a way to correct the error 

when necessary. 

C. Alignment of Rotational Axes of Table and Telescope 

l. Misalignment Check 

a. Translatory Movement 

(l) Place alignment mirror on center of table as described in 

A-ll. 
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(_2). Rotate table and moveable telescope, target should stay 

centered laterally. 

b. Tilting Movement 

(1) Check autocollimation with moveable telescope in 180° 

position. 

(2) Check autocollimation for different positions of moveable 

telescope by rotating the table with mirror unchanged. 

Variations in autocollimation are due to angle between axes 

of rotation. 

This alignment check was not necessary before the modification of 

the original ellipsometer when the table was mounted on the same axis as 

the telescope. After the modification, the table was mounted on a dove-

tail carrier and the rotational axis of the table was made to coin-

cide with that of the telescope at the time of assembly. 

2. Alignment· of Rotational Axes 

Alignment of the rotational axes of the telescope and the table, 

involves adjusting the dovetail carrier on which the sample table is 

* situated. A polygonal mirror (or the 90° prism as mentioned in 

Appendix II) can be used to assist in the alignment. 

* a. Place the polygonal mirror on the table and check autocollima-

tion with the moveable telescope in 180° position. Any error 

is. corrected by adjusting the table. Make sure that the table 

surface is perpendicular to the rotational axis. (Section A, 

steps 7-10) 

b. With the table unchanged, rotate the polygonal mirror to any 

angle (such as 90° or 120°). 

*A polygonal mirror is a device with a vertical mirror which c~n be 
rotated with respect to the base. The angle of rotation is indicated by 
the scale on the side to a precision of 1 degree. (accuracy 0.25") 
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c. Rotate the moveable telescope to the same angle as the mirror. 

d. Autocollimate th.e telescope with the mirror. Any error is 

corrected by adjusting the rotational axis of the table. 

e. Check the alignment with the mirror rotated to different angles. 

D. Calibration of Polarizer and Analyzer Circles 

l. Insert pinhole in fixed telescope and illuminate it. 

2. Remove quarter-wave plate and with the moveable telescope in 180° 

position, check the centering of the pinhole image and then insert 

photomultiplier. 

3. Turn the polarizer to s-position (circle reading at 0°). 

4. Extinguish with analyzer. The analyzer circle reading should be 

approximately 90°. If the reading is very different from 90°, note 

photomultiplier current. 

5. Loosen collar screw of analyzer carrier and rotate to minimum 

intensity reading as noted in step 4 with circle set at 90°. 

6. Determine again the extinguishing reading ofthe analyzer circle 

which is probably 90° + M. 

* 7. Place test mirror on sample table and reflect light off test mirror 

near principal angle of incidence (75°). The telescope should be 

in 150° position on horizontal circle (angle of incidence circle) 

reading. Center pinhole image on cross-hairs of eyepiece and then 

insert photomultiplier. 

8. Set analyzer circle.reading at 90° (p-position) and adjust polarizer 

to obtain minimum photomultiplier current. The polarizer circle 

reading should be 0° + dP. Note photomultiplier current. 

* The test mirror is a stainless mirror which has approximately a prin-
cipal angle of incidence of 75°. 
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9. Set analyzer at +0.05 (or smaller) steps from 90° and adjust pol-

arizer for minimum photomultiplier current until a noted increase 

in photomultiplier current is observed. This will give sets of 

polarizer and analyzer circle readings--0° + dP and 90° + dA. 

JD. Repeat step 9 in -0.05 (or smaller) steps from 90°. 

11. The set of readings that gives dA - dP = ~ is chosen as the correct 

set. The correction factors that apply to measurements will be -dP 

and -dA. 

E. Calibration of the Quarter-Wave Plate 

1. With the telescope in 180° position (straight through position), 

insert quarter-wave plate. 

2. Set the polarizer circle at 0° + dP and the analyzer circle at 

3. With the compensator circle set at 0°, rotate the quarter-wave plate 

in its holder until a minimum photomultiplier current is obtained. 

4. Determine the compensator circle reading at minimum photomultipler 

current. The reading will probably be 0° + dQ. The setting of the 

compensator circle reading during measurement will therefore be 

Q + dQ (such as 45° + dQ or 135° + dQ). 

',1. 
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Fig. A3 Schematic of alignment procedures of ellipsometer with 
variable angle of incidence. ·(See Appendix III-A) 
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APPENDIX IV 

' ,. 
POINCARE SPHERE 

The use of a sphere for the representation of the state of polar-

ization of light was introduced by the French scholar H. Poincare in 

the 18th century. In ellipsometry, the Poincare sphere11 '79- 83 can be' 

used to follow step by step the change of polarization caused by each 

optical component of the ellipsometer. The inter-relationship between 

parameters and the relative intensity change of the light can also be 

readily determined by the use of Poincar~ sphere. 

The representation of ellipsometric parameters on a Poincare sphere 

is shown in Fig. A4. Point H, which lies on the equator, represents 

any arbitrary reference plane and is chosen here as the plane of inci-

dence. Points on the equator will be states of linear polarization; 

The points L and R represent circular polarized light. Any point between 

the north pole L, and the equator designates elliptically polarized light 
' I 

with counterclockwise rotation (left-hand or positive polarization) 

when looking toward the light source. Points between the south pole. R, 

and the equator designate elliptically polarized light with a clockwise 

rotation (right-hand or negative polarization). The angle 8 is the 

azimuth angle of the polarized light (see Fig. A5). For a plane polarized 

light, 8is the angle between the plane of incidence and the electric 

vector whereas for an elliptically polarized light, it is chosen as the 

angle between the plane of incidence and the major axis of the ellipse. 

8 is measured counterclockwise from H when looking down from the pole L. 

The angle y is a measurement of the ellipticity of the polarized light 

(see Fig. A5} and is defined as positive on the northern hemisphere 

Cleft-hand polarization} and negative on the southern hemisphere (right-

hand polarization). 
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The relative phase change ~' is measured counterclockwise when look-

ing from the reference point H. The arctangent of the relative amplitude 

attenuation ~' is measured from the opposite end of the sphere's diameter 

(V) that passes through H (measured from the plane normal to the reference 

plane). The retardation of the compensator 8 is measured counterclock-. Q 

wise when lo6king from the point F. Point F represents the fast axis 

azimuth angle of the compensator. The orientation of the transmission 

* axis of the polarizer~ analyzer, and the fast axis of the compensator 

are represented in the same way as 8 on the Poincare sphere. 

With a system such as the one shown in Fig. 2, the representation 

of the change of state of polarization on a Poincare sphere is illu-

strated in Fig. A6. When the ellipsometeric system is at null, the 

polarizer is set at an azimuth angle of p from the plane of incidence. 

The light, after passing through the polarizer (linearly polarized) is 

represented by point P on the equator with an angle of 2p from H. The 

quarter-wave plate, with its fast axis (F) at azimuth 45° (90° on the 

sphere),will cause a phase shift (oQ) of 90° and brings the state of 

polarization to E. Since E is located on the lower hemisphere, the 

light is right-hand elliptically polarized. The effect of the reflection 

is represented on the Poincare sphere as two parts--phase change and 

amplitude change. The phase change ~ restores the elliptically polarized 

light to linearly polarized light and brings it back to the point F on 

the equator. The amplitude change will cause an azimuth angle change 

and brings the polarization state to A 1 • With the analyzer transmission 

axis A, set at 90° (180° from A' on the Poincare sphere) to the light 

* All azimuth angles are .measured counterclockwise from the plane ·of 
incidence when looking into the light source Cor looking against the 
polarizational vector}. 
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,, '~ 

I 
I 

vector, the light is extinguished. With reference to Fig. A6, we note 

that --~ = EF = PF (from spherical trigonometry, Law of sines) 

or 

and also, 

--6 = HF HP = 90° - 2p 

- -VA' = AH 

2ljJ = 360 2a 

ljJ = 180 - a 

(Al) 

(A2) 

The Eqs. (P~) and (A2) derived above can be used to obtain 6 and 

ljJ from polarizer and analyzer circle readings for this special zone. 

Relations between 6,ljJ and p, a for other zones can be derived on the 

* Poincare sphere following the same treatment as mentioned. If the 

stereographic projection of the Poincare sphere is used (right-hand 

columns of Fig. A4), quantitative treatment on the Poincare sphere can 

be applied with the help of Wulff's net. 37 

* See Appendix V for the conversion of p and a to 6 and ljJ respectively 
for different zones. 
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" POINCARE SPHERE 
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Representation of ellipsometric parameters.on Poincare Sphere (left) 
and its stereographic projection {right) seen from the north pole L 
(left-hand circular polarization). H denotes the reference plane. 
Top: grid for geometric parameters 8 andy, center: grid for physical 
parameters ~ and g~ bottom: grid for retardation oQ of a compensator 
with fast axis F. ) 
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7('< 

3 2.., < !J. < 2-rr 

MUB-8168-B 

Fig. A5 Dependence of elliptical polarization on relative plane 
change 6.. y is the ellipticity, 8, the azimuth angle of 
polarization

8
and ljJ, the arctangent of relative amplitude 

attenuation. 5 
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Poincare Sphere representation of 
the state of polarization through 
of an ellipsometer arrangement in - - -HP = 2p VA' = 21./J PE = cS 

Q ...--.... 
and HFVA = 2a 

the changes in 
the components 
Fig. 2. -EF =!::. 
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APPUiDIX V 

Ellipsometric parameters 6 and ljJ from polarizer and 
analyzer circle readingr in different zones. 

Arctangent 
Polarizer Azimuth of Compens~tor Azimuth of Analyzer Azimuth of Relativ:e of Relative 
Circle Transmission Circle Quarter wave Circle Transmission Phase Alnplitude 

t"·,.~ .. 
Zone Reading ( P) Axis (p) Reading (Q) ·Plate Fast Axis (q) Re.:ding (A) Axis (a) Change {6) Attenuation (ljl) ... __,; 

A ( 6 from 0° to 90°) 1 ...... 
Al 9o-n5 o-45 135 45 0-90 90-180 90 - 2p 180 - a 

270 - 2P 90 - "· c. 
A2 135-180. 45-90 45 135 0-90 90-180 2p - 90 180 - a 

2P - 270 90 - A c. 
A3 0-45 90-135 135 45 90-180 0-90 

270 - 2p a 
90 - 2P A - 90 ,, 

~-..,;-··. 

A4 45-90 135-180 45 135 90-180 0-90 
2p - 270 a 
2P - 90 A - 90 0" 

B (6 from 90° to 180°) 

Bl 90-135 o-45 45 135 90-180 0-90 
90 + 2p a ,..-.. 

2P - 90 A- 90 ~ . ..,.,.~ 

B2 135-180 45-90 135 45 90-180 0-90 
270 - 2p a ,, 
450 - 2P A - 90 

B3 o-45 90-135 45 135 0-90 90-180 2p - 90 180 - a 
2P + 90 90 - A 

B4 45-90 135-180 135 45 0-90 90-180 450 - 2p 180 - a ... ,¥~ 
270 - 2P 90 - A 

C (6 from 180° to 270°) 
I 

...... ~ .. 
V1 Vt 

Cl 90-135 o-45 135 45 90-180 0-90 270 - 2p a V1 
450 - 2P A - 90 I 

C2 135-180 45-90 45 135 90-180 0-90 
2p + 90 a 
2P - 90 A - 90 

C3 0-45 90-135 135 45 0-90 90-180 
450 - 2p 186 - a 
270 - 2P 90 - A 

C4 45-90 135-180 45 135 0-90 90-180 2p - 90 180 - a 
2P + 90 90 - A 

D (6 from 270° to-360°) 

ill 90-135 0-45 ''5 135 0-90 90-180 
2p + 270 180 - a 
2P + 90 90 - J.. 

U:? 135-180 '•5-90 135 45 0-90 90-180 450 - 2p 180 
630 - 2P 90 - A 

03 0-115 90-135 45 135 90-180 0-96 
2p. + 90 a 
2P + 270 A - 90 

Dl1 45-90 135-180 135 45 90~180 0-90 
630 - 2p a 
450 - 2P A - 90 
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r------------------LEGALNOTICE---------------------. 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
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responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
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that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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